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ric mantle structure at the south segment of the west Iberian margin was
investigated along a 370 km long seismic transect. The transect goes from unthinned continental crust
onshore to oceanic crust, crossing the ocean–continent transition (OCT) zone. The wide-angle data set
includes recordings from 6 OBSs and 2 inland seismic stations. Kinematic and dynamic modeling provided a
2D velocity model that proved to be consistent with the modeled free-air anomaly data. The interpretation of
coincident multi-channel near-vertical and wide-angle reflection data sets allowed the identification of four
main crustal domains: (i) continental (east of 9.4°W); (ii) continental thinning (9.4°W–9.7°W); (iii) transi-
tional (9.7°W–∼10.5°W); and (iv) oceanic (west of ∼10.5°W). In the continental domain the complete crustal
section of slightly thinned continental crust is present. The upper (UCC, 5.1–6.0 km/s) and the lower
continental crust (LCC, 6.9–7.2 km/s) are seismically reflective and have intermediate to low P-wave velocity
gradients. The middle continental crust (MCC, 6.35–6.45 km/s) is generally unreflective with low velocity
gradient. The main thinning of the continental crust occurs in the thinning domain by attenuation of the UCC
and the LCC. Major thinning of the MCC starts to the west of the LCC pinchout point, where it rests directly
upon the mantle. In the thinning domain the Moho slope is at least 13° and the continental crust thickness
decreases seaward from 22 to 11 km over a ∼35 km distance, stretched by a factor of 1.5 to 3. In the oceanic
domain a two-layer high-gradient igneous crust (5.3–6.0 km/s; 6.5–7.4 km/s) was modeled. The intra-crustal
interface correlates with prominent mid-basement, 10–15 km long reflections in the multi-channel seismic
profile. Strong secondary reflected PmP phases require a first order discontinuity at the Moho. The
sedimentary cover can be as thick as 5 km and the igneous crustal thickness varies from 4 to 11 km in the
west, where the profile reaches the Madeira-Tore Rise. In the transitional domain the crust has a complex
structure that varies both horizontally and vertically. Beneath the continental slope it includes exhumed
continental crust (6.15–6.45 km/s). Strong diffractions were modeled to originate at the lower interface of
this layer. The western segment of this transitional domain is highly reflective at all levels, probably due to
dykes and sills, according to the high apparent susceptibility and density modeled at this location. Sub-Moho
mantle velocity is found to be 8.0 km/s, but velocities smaller than 8.0 km/s confined to short segments are
not excluded by the data. Strong P-wave wide-angle reflections are modeled to originate at depth of 20 km
within the lithospheric mantle, under the eastern segment of the oceanic domain, or even deeper at the
transitional domain, suggesting a layered structure for the lithospheric mantle. Both interface depths and
velocities of the continental section are in good agreement to the conjugate Newfoundland margin. A
∼40 km wide OCT having a geophysical signature distinct from the OCT to the north favors a two pulse
continental breakup.
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1. Introduction
The well studied central and northern segments of the west Iberia
margin (IAP, G Fig. 1a) are considered as the prototype of non-volcanic
margins. They show evidence of mantle exhumation during breakup,
whereas seaward-dipping reflectors and prominent magnetic anoma-
lies, typical of volcanic margins (Talwani et al., 1995), are absent. The
onshore evidence of Mesozoic volcanic igneous activity in thewestern
Iberia is scattered and relatively minor when compared to its counter-
parts of volcanic margins (Pinheiro et al., 1996). Nevertheless con-
tinental rifting and seafloor-spreading-relatedMesozoic igneous rocks
Fig. 1. (a) Lambert projection map showing the location of the conjugate Iberia and Newfound
are Ib, Iberia; M, Morocco; A, Azores; Nfl, Newfoundland; BB, Bay of Biscay; G, Galicia Bank; I
Grand Banks; MTR, Madeira-Tore Rise; ABR, Azores-Biscay Rise; MAR, Mid Atlantic Ridge; KT
OFZ, Oceanographer fracture zone. (b) Map showing the location of the IAM5 profile (thick
station locations. Isobaths at 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000m are shown (Smith and Sandwell, 1
of Srivastava et al. (2000); J anomaly (gray line) after Silva et al. (2000). The nearest well (P
plotted (multi-channel seismic-reflection— solid lines; refraction/wide-angle— dashed lines
BS18 (Zitellini et al., 2001); D1–D2 (Pinheiro et al., 1992); D11 to D14 (Peirce and Barton,
Horseshoe Abyssal Plain (HSAP), Gorringe Bank, Tagus Abyssal Plain (TAP) and Estremadur
transition by Pinheiro et al. (1992), an abandoned spreading center (Mauffret et al., 1989) and
2004).
do occur inland. According to Pinheiro et al. (1996), they are largely
confined to the south segment of west Iberia Margin.

The conjugate Newfoundland and Iberia margins experienced two
main phases of extension. The first phase was concentrated in Late
Triassic to earliest Jurassic time, coincident with rifting that led to
Middle Jurassic opening of the central Atlantic immediately to the
south (Tucholke and Whitmarsh, in press). Extension largely ceased
during Early and Middle Jurassic time at the central and northern
segments of the rift. A second and more prolonged phase of extension
occurred in the Late Jurassic through Early Cretaceous. It encompassed
breakup of continental crust from latest Jurassic to Hauterivian–
land margins. The 1500-, 3000-, 4000- and 4500-m-isobaths are plotted. Abbreviations
AP, Iberia Abyssal Plain; TAP, Tagus Abyssal Plain; GC, Gulf of Cadiz; FC, Flemish Cap; GB,
, King's Trough; GTF, Glória transform fault; NAFZ, Newfoundland–Azores fracture zone;
solid line) analyzed in this paper. The labeled stars indicate the OBS and land seismic
997). Magnetic anomalies M0 (dotted line), M4, M11, M17 andM20 (gray dots) are those
escada well, PW) location is indicated. Other seismic profiles relevant to this work are
): L86-01 to 06 (Mauffret et al., 1989); IAMT1, IAMT2, IAMGB3, IAM6 (Banda et al., 1995);
1991); A–AR (Purdy, 1975). Location of Madeira-Tore Rise (MTR), Tore Seamount (TS),
a Spur are indicated. Inset gives a key for the location of a proposed ocean–continent
a Paleo-beria–Africa Plate Boundary (PIAB, Late Jurassic–Early Cretaceous) (Rovere et al.,
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Barremian time, first in the southern part of the rift and then in the
northern (Tucholke and Whitmarsh, in press). Two interpretations of
the rift and northward breakup propagation have been proposed:
(i) a relatively uniform propagation (Whitmarsh andMiles, 1995); and
(ii) a two pulse process (Tucholke and Whitmarsh, in press).

The Newfoundland–Iberia rift was bound at its southern end by a
fracture zone acting as a transform margin between Africa and North
America–Eurasia during the early opening of the central Atlantic from
about Bajocian time (180 Ma) to the Early Cretaceous (Tucholke and
Whitmarsh, in press). The present location of this paleo-plate
boundary proposed in Rovere et al. (2004) is given in Fig. 1b.

The transitional domain width varies along the strike, being just a
few kmwest of Galicia Bank (Whitmarsh et al., 1996) and more than a
hundred km in the Iberia Abyssal Plain (Dean et al., 2000).Three
different interpretations for this transitional domain have been
proposed: (i) thinned and intruded continental crust (Whitmarsh
and Miles, 1995; Whitmarsh et al., 1996); (ii) ultraslow or slow-
seafloor-spreading oceanic crust (Whitmarsh and Sawyer, 1996
Srivastava et al., 2000); and (iii) mantle exhumed during continental
rifting by shear tectonics (Boillot et al., 1995; Brun and Beslier, 1996;
Pickup et al., 1996; Chian et al., 1999; Dean et al., 2000), named the
Zone of Exhumed Continental Mantle (ZECM) by Whitmarsh et al.
(2001). Highly serpentinized, exhumed mantle outcrops at few
location sites were drilled during ODP Legs 103, 149, and 173 (Boillot
et al., 1987; Boillot et al., 1989; Whitmarsh and Wallace, 2001) at the
north and central segments of the west Iberia margin.

The ocean–continent transition is abrupt andmarked bya fault in the
northern segment of the rift off Newfoundland, where a ∼55 km wide
transitional domainwith crustal thickness of 1.5 to 3 km is interpreted as
generated from magma-starved oceanic accretion (Funck et al., 2003;
Hopper et al., 2004), while off Iberia the ocean–continent transition is
marked by a peridotite ridge (Whitmarsh and Wallace, 2001). In the
northern segmentof the rift the continental crust thins in amuchshorter
distance offNewfoundland thanoff Iberia (Gonzalez et al.,1999; Funck et
al., 2003). However, the crust formed by seafloor spreading appears
symmetric on both margins (Funck et al., 2003) and the mantle below
the thin continental crust and thin oceanic crust has low velocity in both
margins (Whitmarsh et al., 1996; Funck et al., 2003).

In the central segment of the rift, the ocean–continent transition is
gradual on both margins exhibiting a seaward progression from con-
tinental crust to mantle to oceanic crust (Van Avendonk et al., 2006).
In the Iberia margin, the low velocity mantle extends along the whole
transitional domain (Chian et al., 1999; Dean et al., 2000), while in the
Newfoundland margin, both normal mantle velocity (Van Avendonk
et al., 2006) and low velocity mantle (Lau et al., 2006) are reported
below the thinned continental crust.

The results of seismic refraction line A–AR (Fig. 1b) (Purdy, 1975) in
the south segment of the Iberia margin indicated major changes of
velocity and thickness of crustal layers within the deep basin. Farther
west, across theMadeira-Tore Rise (MTR, Fig.1b), both a P-wave velocity
profile (Peirce and Barton,1991) as well as the conjugate east andwest J
magnetic anomalies (Tucholke and Ludwig,1982) indicate oceanic crust.

Pinheiro et al. (1992) and Pinheiro (1994) found evidence of
possible mantle serpentinization within the Tagus Abyssal Plain (TAP,
Fig. 1a), at 11.5°–12°W (Profile D1–D2, Fig. 1b), that they interpreted as
lying within the ocean–continent transition (Fig. 1b). Based mainly
upon the Mesozoic–Cenozoic seismic stratigraphy, Mauffret et al.
(1989) and Mougenot (1989) interpreted the whole extent of the
Tagus Abyssal Plain as oceanic crust and proposed an ocean–continent
boundary at the foot of the continental slope, at ∼11°W (Fig. 1b). They
also suggested that the deep basement beneath the eastern Tagus
Abyssal Plain was generated in Late Jurassic time, before a ridge jump
that left original oceanic crust adjacent to the Iberia margin. Although
not considering a ridge jump, Srivastava et al. (2000) suggested a
similar nature for the Tagus Abyssal Plain crust, identifying the M20
magnetic anomaly very near the foot of the continental slope (Fig. 1b).
The proposed ages for the oldest oceanic crust at the Tagus Abyssal
Plain are∼150Ma (Mauffret et al.,1989; Srivastava et al., 2000) or 133Ma
(Pinheiro et al., 1992). The homologous central and north segments of
oceanic crust are younger; the oldest identified magnetic anomalies are
M3 to M5 (Russell andWhitmarsh, 2003). More recently, Tucholke et al.
(2007) suggested that the transitional domain extends from the foot
of the continental slope beyond the J anomaly (M1–M0) and that steady-
state generation of oceanic crust started near the Aptian–Albian
boundary (∼112 Ma) for the three segments of the margin, at the time
of final breakup of the sub-continental mantle lithosphere.

Farther south, the central Atlantic passive margins of Africa and
its conjugate margin have been a target for several wide-angle sur-
veys (Contrucci et al., 2004; Funck et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2006). At
the northwestern Moroccan margin, the continental crust thins over
150 km, defining a transitional region of negative free-air gravity
anomalies where no evidence of mantle unroofing is found (Contrucci
et al., 2004). The ocean–continent transition is abrupt and related to
the northern edge of magnetic anomaly S1 (West African Coast
Magnetic Anomaly, WACMA), and no indications of a volcanic margin
type were found. Similarly, at the conjugate margin, no underplated
bodies or other evidence of volcanic margin type has been reported
(Funck et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2006).

According to plate-kinematic reconstructions (Klitgord and Schou-
ten,1986; Olivet,1996; Srivastava et al., 2000) the south segments of the
Newfoundland–Iberia rift (GB and TAP, Fig. 1a) are conjugate margins.
Off Newfoundland, Reid (1994) documented crustal thinning from the
continental platform edge to the deep basin, where velocities ranging
from 7.2 to 7.6 km/s weremodeled in the deeper crustal layer. This layer
is interpreted as serpentinized mantle underlying a very thin one layer
oceanic crust with velocity of ∼4.5–5 km/s that contacts with the
thinned continental crust in an abrupt ocean–continent transition.

In this paper, we present results of a seismic refraction profile (IAM5)
that crosses the Tagus Abyssal Plain and the adjacent margin approxi-
mately conjugate to Reid's (1994) profile (Fig. 1b). Our profile extends
from theMadeira-Tore Rise to the Sinesmassif on land, striking almost E–
Wacross oceanic to continental crust domains. Themain objective of our
work is to characterize the crust and shallower levels of lithospheric
mantle across themargin and adjacent deep basin. To fulfill this objective
we: (1) estimated the amount of thinningof the continental crust, aswell
as the Moho characteristics and (2) constrained the nature and structure
of the transitional crust and the ocean–continent transition.

2. Observations

IAM5-Sines is a 370 km long W–E transect that crosses the Tagus
Abyssal Plain and adjacent continental margin, from Madeira-Tore
Rise (12.9°W) to Sines massif (8.7°W) at approximately 38°N (Fig. 1b).
Both marine multi-channel seismic-reflection and wide-angle data
were collected (Banda et al., 1995). The eastern end of the 345 km long
multi-channel seismic-reflection line approaches the Portuguese
coast near Sines. Six OBSs were deployed along this line. The land
seismic stations complete the transect 25 km inland.

All six OBSs and one of the land seismic stations (Sines) were
deployed near the IAM5 line best-fit great circle (Fig. 1b). The other
land seismic station (Cercal) is 16 km south of the great circle,
recording slightly out-of-plane seismic energy. One OBS was deployed
at the continental slope break (200 m depth), two OBSs were de-
ployed on the continental slope (depths 0.8 km and 1.7 km), and the
remaining three instruments were deployed in the eastern part of the
Tagus abyssal plain (depths 4.8 km to 5.0 km) (Fig. 1b).

All the OBSs were equipped with 3-component, 4.5 Hz geophones,
provided by the Laboratory for Ocean Bottom Seismology (LOBS) of
Hokkaido University— Japan (see Mjelde et al. (1992) for instrumental
details). The analog recording system provides a 46 dB dynamic range
and assures a time precision of 10 ms for 3 different gain settings
(Kanazawa, 1992). The land seismic stations (owned by the Infante
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D. Luiz Geophysical Institute of the University of Lisbon (IGIDL) and
Institute of Meteorology (IM) — Portugal) are digital 3-component
RefTec and Mars88 instruments, recording at 100 Hz and 62.5 Hz
respectively; 1 Hz sensors were used. The GPS timing systemwas used
for navigation, OBSs deployment location and shooting.

3. Wide-angle seismic data processing

Processing of the OBS data, including analog to digital conversion
and internal clock-drift correction, was performed at the Laboratory
for Ocean Bottom Seismology of Hokkaido University. All channels
were re-sampled to 60 Hz and band-pass filtered (4–14 Hz). Fig. 6
shows the near-offset record section for the medium-gain channel of
OBS6, where the detail of recorded wave field can be appreciated. Pre-
critical reflected and post-critical reflected and refracted energy from
sediments and basement are indicated.

Wide-angle plots in Figs. 7–15 are presented with appropriate
reduction velocities. Amplitude scale is proportional to the offset or its
square in order to enhance large-offset arrivals and compensate for
geometrical spreading. Distances represent the offset to the beginning
of transect.

The error bounds for picking were estimated according to the
empirical relation of signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) suggested by Zelt and
Forsyth (1994): 0.020 s for SNRN10 up to 0.125 s for 1.1bSNRb1.5. The
deviation between OBSs and the shooting line ranges from 0.9 km to
2.4 km. This results in deviations from a true 2D model which were
estimated to be smaller than travel-time pick uncertainties, particu-
larly for offsets larger than 10 km.We performed a numerical check for
all possible reciprocal pairs within the pick error bounds. Only one
crustal phase showed no reciprocity to other phases. This phase was
related to an intra-crustal reflector.

4. Multi-channel seismic-reflection data

Raw multi-channel seismic-reflection data was processed by
Schlumberger Geco-Prakla (Banda et al., 1995). Record sections of the
migrated SEGY data (Kirchhoff migration at constant velocity 1500 m/s)
were generated, using both commercial software WinPics 5.0 and
ZPLOT by Zelt (Zelt, 1997). The sedimentary sequences were interpreted
through correlation to published interpretation of other seismic lines in
the area (Vanney and Mougenot, 1981; Andrade et al., 1984; Mauffret
et al., 1989; Mougenot, 1989; Rovere, 2002). Other available SEGY
migrated IAM and BIGSETS (Zitellini et al., 2001) lines as well as
geological constrains were considered (see Fig. 1b).The structure of
sediment cover depicted on the IAM5 record sections is very similar to
the one seen on Lusitanie86-01. Thus our sequence nomenclature
follows that of Mauffret et al. (1989), although a recent stratigraphic
calibration of the Cenozoic in the area (Neves et al., submitted for
publication) indicates that the top ofMesozoic is deeper thanpreviously
thought, lying inside our sequence 3a in the Tagus Abyssal Plain.

Based on sea-bottom topography, sediment thickness, acoustic base-
ment unconformity character and basement depth and internal reflectiv-
ity, four main crustal domains are suggested by the multi-channel
seismic-reflectiondata (Plate I): (i) continental domain (CD, 310–345km);
(ii) continental thinning domain (ThD, 280–310 km); (iii) transitional
domain (TD, 210?–280 km); and (iv) oceanic domain (OD, 0–200? km).
The domain limits correspond to marked changes of the previously
mentioned characteristics, thought to indicate contrasts of the crustal
mechanical properties (density, P and S-wave velocities) or changes in
trend of basement structures. Those contrasts or trend changes should
result from changes in tectonic evolution of the lithosphere. The observed
similarity on the multi-channel seismic-reflection record sections within
each domain indicates that they correspond to relatively homogeneous
crustal segments, also consistentwithwide-angle andpotentialfielddata.

While the thinning domain was strongly affected by rifting that
generated a deep basement half-graben (now buried below a thick
soft-sediment cover), in the continental domain the rifting tectonics
generated minor relative vertical displacements (see Fig. 5). There is a
sharp transition between these domains marked by a fault system (F2,
Fig. 5). The limit between the thinning and transitional domains is also
sharp and marked by the outcrop in the seafloor of a faulted con-
tinental block (B1 and F3, Fig. 5). Inside the transitional domain, at
least one basement half-graben that was generated during the rifting
is identified but its horizontal and vertical lengths are smaller and is
now buried below a thick soft-sediment cover (240–250 km, Fig. 4).
Furthermore, this structure is located at the foot of the continental
slope, where the basement becomesmore reflective, suggesting a sub-
domain division in abyssal plain and continental slope. Miocene
compressive events of the Alpine orogenesis that affected the Tagus
Abyssal Plain and adjacent margin (Mauffret et al., 1989) produced
compressive structures mainly in the transitional domain (Fig. 4) by
reactivating the Late Jurassic to Cretaceous rift faults (Neves et al.,
submitted for publication). Although Miocene reactivation of the
margin is late, the location of main reactivated structures indicates
that this domain behaves differently from the remaining domains
when submitted to compression. Thus, we suppose that it may be a
heritage from rifting associated with rheological change between the
continental and oceanic basements. The location of the limit between
the transitional and oceanic domains is less certain than the re-
maining, but from ∼200 km to ∼210 km to the west, several changes
at the basement and sediments can be pointed out. The basement
becomes much less reflective with a significant wave-length increase
of the relief (Figs. 3 and 4). The mean thickness of the Mesozoic cover
decreases to the west in both domains, but it decreases slowly in the
easternmost part of the oceanic domain than in the transitional
domain. It should be noticed that according to the above criteria, at
least three sub-domains can be established inside the oceanic domain.
In the westernmost sub-domain (0–85 km, Fig. 2), the basement is
shallower than to the east and the wave-length of the basement relief
is shorter than in the easternmost sub-domain (east of ∼150 km,
Fig. 3). The central sub-domain (85–150 km) has a basement depth
similar to the easternmost sub-domain, but its wave-length and
geometry resemble the westernmost sub-domain.

4.1. Oceanic domain

The Mesozoic–Cenozoic cover is thick (up to 5 km) and is generally
well stratified. The inferred Neogene cover (sequence 1a) is ∼1.4 s thick
at the basin depocenter and laps onto older sediments (sequence 1b/2)
above an angular unconformity, d3. The d3 unconformity is particularly
well imaged at 80–90km (Fig. 2 and SP3600, Plate I) and∼190km (Fig. 3
and SP2200, Plate I), indicating a concentration of crustal deformation
due to the Miocene compressive events at this location. The Miocene to
Upper Cretaceous sequence (1b/2) is concordant at the top and bottom
and has an almost uniform thickness of 0.6 s, although it thickens
seaward from ∼150 km. The deeper Mesozoic sequence (3b) covers
basement depressions where its thickness can reach almost 1 s. This
sequence onlaps the top of basement unconformity (d1). Its top is very
reflective and is slightly deformed at the basement highs. We do not
identify this sequencewest of ∼80 km (Fig. 2 and SP3700, Plate I) where
the basement is shallower and the sedimentary cover is thinner.
Sequence 3a is concordant where it covers sequence 3b, or elsewhere it
onlaps the basement. The block-faulted basement is diffractive and very
reflective just below the unconformity d1. Hills and valleys of 0.5 to 1 s
TWT havewave-length of 25–30 km east of SP3250 and 10–13 kmwest
of it. Several short reflections, slightly dipping to sub-horizontal, are
identified at shallower basement levels. A few longer (N10 km) sub-
horizontal reflections at ∼9 s TWT (IBR in Fig. 2) or ∼10 s TWT (IBR in
Fig. 3) divide this shallower and locally reflective basement fromdeeper
levels.Deeper butweakerand less continuous reflections canbe inferred
at ∼11 s TWT, consistent with the Moho depth obtained by wide-angle
models (Figs. 2 and 3).



Plate I. Seismic record section in two-way travel time (TWT) and line drawing interpretation ofmulti-channel seismic-reflection data. Crustal domains defined in the text are indicated: OD— oceanic domain; TD— transitional domain; ThD— thinning domain; CD— continental domain. A section of the IAM6 line on the continental shelf (see Fig.1b for location), at the IAM5 crossing point, shows the very reflective Zona Sul Portuguesa lower continental crust (LCC) and theMoho. In
the upper plate the thick arrows indicate OBS location and thin arrows indicate the crossing points of other lines (see Fig.1b for location). Locations of the ocean–continent boundary (OCB) and an abandoned spreading center (ASC), detached by a fracture zone (FZ), proposed byMauffret et al. (1989), and of the ocean–continent transition (OCT) proposed by Pinheiro et al. (1992) and Rovere et al. (2004) are indicated (see map in Fig.1b). Inferred age of seismic units: 1a— Present to
Late Miocene (according to Neves et al., submitted for publication); 1b/2, 3a — includes Early Miocene, Paleogene and Late Mesozoic (Mauffret et al., 1989; Neves et al., submitted for publication); 3b — Lower Cretaceous to Upper Jurassic (Mauffret et al., 1989); 4 — Jurassic (Mauffret et al., 1989); 5 — Triassic? (Mauffret et al., 1989); PZ — Paleozoic basement (Carvalho, 1995). Unconformities: d1 — top of acoustic basement; d3 — base of Late Miocene (Neves et al., submitted for
publication). Sedimentary features: O — overbank-levee. Faults: F1, F2, F3. Basement features: D/S — dikes and/or sills; B1 — Paleozoic basement block. Basement interfaces: IBR — intra-basement reflections; M — Moho. LCC — lower continental crust.
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Fig. 2. Seismic record section in two-way travel time (TWT) of MCS data in the westernmost part of the oceanic domain (top panel) and its interpretation (bottom panel). Seismic
units described in the text are indicated (black solid lines): 1a — Present to Late Miocene (according to Neves et al., submitted for publication); 1b/2, 3a — includes Early Miocene,
Paleogene and Late Mesozoic (Mauffret et al., 1989; Neves et al., submitted for publication); 3b— Lower Cretaceous to Upper Jurassic (Mauffret et al., 1989). Unconformities: d1— top
of oceanic basement (black dashed line); d3 — base of Late Miocene (solid white line). Arrows in the bottom panel indicate the base of Late Miocene and the base of Cenozoic
according to Neves et al. (submitted for publication). Reflections inside the basement (white dashed white lines) occur at depths of 8.5–9 s (IBR) and at 9.5–10 s. This deeper reflection
set correlates to the Moho from free-air gravity data.
4.2. Transitional domain

In the transitional domain (Fig. 4) the sedimentary infill facies
gradually changes from parallel and sigmoidal to sigmoidal and chaotic
patterns. Deformation of the entire sediment column is clearly depicted
around the basement relief at∼230 km (SP1700, Fig. 4) and at the thrust
fault F1 (240–250 km, SP1400, Fig. 4). East of SP1500 (∼240 km, Fig. 4),
an older and presumably syn-rift sedimentary infill (4, Fig. 4) has an
internal configuration thickening to the west. The top of basement
unconformity d1 is difficult to establish because no contrast to a
diffractive basement is found. The western part of this domain lies
below the abyssal plain (AP, west of ∼240 km, Fig. 4) and the eastern
part lies below the continental slope (CS, east of ∼240 km, Fig. 4). High-
amplitude sub-horizontal to steeply dipping reflections below the
abyssal plain might be caused by small-scale heterogeneity, such as sills
and dikes, as previously suggested by Mauffret et al. (1989).

4.3. Thinning domain

Rifting structure is very clear in the thinning domain (Fig. 5), where
tilted basement fault block (B1) crops out and a sedimentary basin system
is present. Those structures together with adjacent submarine canyons to
thenorth,produce thesharpest sea-bottomtopographyalong the transect.
A Zona Sul Portuguesa sample has been dredged fromvery near the top of
the basement block (Mougenot, 1989), so its continental origin is
demonstrated. The Zona Sul Portuguesa is part of the Hesperic Massif,
accreted together at different times during the late Paleozoic Variscan
orogeny, consists of lowgrade upper Paleozoic metasediments (Pinheiro
et al., 1996). It includes the pyrite belt (quartzites, a volcanic sedimentary
complex, and turbidites), the Baixo Alentejo Flysch Group, and the
southwest Portugal domain (sedimentary units that represent time
equivalents of the Pyrite belt, in condensed facies) (Pinheiro et al., 1996).
Within the shallower levels of the Paleozoic basement block, a few weak
and discontinuous reflections can be identified. The overlying sedimen-
tary sequences are thick and laponto thebasementblock to thewest anda
normal fault system (F2) to the east, filling the deep half-graben between
SP650 and SP900. The Cenozoic section (1, 2) is represented by sequences
of parallel to sub-parallel configuration. The Mesozoic (3, 4/5) sediments
showa chaotic configurationwith high frequency cycle at the top and low
frequency cycle at the base, that is each trace contains higher frequencies
in the top of the Mesozoic and lower frequencies at the base.

4.4. Continental domain

The continental domain (Fig. 5) is characterized by a very thin
Cenozoic sedimentary cover (1, 2) and a gently westward-dipping sea
bottom. The Mesozoic formations (3, 4, 5) belong to the acoustic
basement. According to Andrade et al. (1984), both intrusive and
extrusive rocks occur in relation to the emplacement of Sines sub-
volcanic massif in late Cretaceous (Pinheiro et al., 1996). This would
have increased the temperature in the surrounding area. This
temperature increase probably affected the previous sediments that
becamemetamorphic rocks and thus their seismic signature is distinct
from the Cenozoic section. Underneath those Mesozoic sequences the
reflectivity pattern still shows some degree of stratification within
the Paleozoic basement. There is no unequivocal indication of rifting
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Fig. 3. Seismic record section in two-way travel time (TWT) of multi-channel seismic-reflection data in the easternmost part of the oceanic domain (top panel) and its interpretation
overlain with velocities obtained from wide-angle data modeling (bottom panel). Seismic units described in the text are indicated (black solid lines): 1a′, 1a″, 1a‴ — Present to Late
Miocene (according to Neves et al., submitted for publication); 1b/2, 3a — includes Early Miocene, Paleogene and Late Mesozoic (Mauffret et al., 1989; Neves et al., submitted for
publication); 3b — Lower Cretaceous to Upper Jurassic (Mauffret et al., 1989). Unconformities: d1 — top of oceanic basement (dashed black line); d3 — base of Late Miocene (solid
white line). Arrows in the bottom panel indicate the base of Late Miocene and the base of Cenozoic according to Neves et al. (submitted for publication). Short and long reflections
(short dashedwhite lines) inside the basement correlate well to the interfaces of the velocitymodel: the set of intra-basement reflections at 10–10.5 s (IBR) occur at the same depth as
the shallowest interface of the velocity model and the set of intra-basement reflections at ∼11 s occur at Moho depth. OBS location (black dots) is indicated.
structures, but a few diffraction hyperbolae and reflections offsets may
be related to extensional faulting. To the east, high reflectivity and
the occurrence of several diffractions might be originated by sills
emplaced at the time of the adjacent Sines massif. At deeper levels,
weak reflections are also identified. The deeper set is in the very
reflective LCC, clearly identified on the margin-parallel IAM6 line that
crosses the IAM5 line at the continental domain (Plate I). The base of
these reflections is the Moho, as identified in refraction data discussed
below.

5. Wide-angle seismic data analyses

The seismic phase classification is as follows:

Ps1, Ps2, Ps3 — refracted and/or reflected phases in soft sediments
layers S1, S2 and S3;
Pg/PgP — refracted and/or reflected phases in the shallower levels
of the igneous and/or metamorphic crust (UCC, layer 2 or upper
crust in the transitional domain, that we name as UTC);
P1 — reflected phase at the UCC/MCC boundary;
P2 — reflected phase at the MCC/LCC boundary;
Pb — reflected phase at the boundary between MCC and lower
crust in the transitional domain (LTC);
PI— refracted phase in layer 3, or lower crust if it propagates in the
transitional domain, and/or reflected from its top;
PmP — reflected phase at the Moho;
Pn — refracted phase from the uppermost mantle;
P2' — reflected phase at the lower boundary of MCC and/or re-
fracted at the lower crust in the transitional domain; it may include
one or more branches of P2 (at shorter offsets), PmP (at medium
offsets), Pb (at larger offsets) and PI (at even larger offsets);
Pf — reflected at a floating reflector within MCC;
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. 4. Seismic record section in two-way travel time (TWT) ofmulti-channel seismic-reflection data (top panel) in the transitional domain (TD) and its interpretation overlainwith velocities
tained from wide-angle data modeling (bottom panel). A presumably syn-rift sequence (4) laps on top of a rift fault (white arrow). The thrust fault F1 (black arrow) is related to the
ocene reactivation of the margin, that concentrated in the transitional domain. The white arrow in bottom panel indicates the base of Cenozoic according to Neves et al. (submitted for
blication). Short and long reflections inside the basement (short dashed white lines) are indicated at 9–9.5 s (IBR) below the abyssal plain (AP) and at ∼8.5 s below the continental slope
). These correlate with the interfaces of the velocity model. The highest amplitude dipping reflections (solid white lines) are probably related to dykes and/or sills (D/S), some of these
ss theMoho from refraction data. Seismic units described in the text are indicated (black solid lines): 1a— Present to Late Miocene (according to Neves et al., submitted for publication);
/2, 3a — includes Early Miocene, Paleogene and Late Mesozoic (Mauffret et al., 1989; Neves et al., submitted for publication); 3b — Lower Cretaceous to Upper Jurassic (Mauffret et al.,
89); 4 — Jurassic (Mauffret et al., 1989). Unconformities: top of basement (dashed black line); base of Late Miocene (solid white line). OBS4 location (black dot) is indicated.
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Pm1, 2, 3, 4 — reflected phases from floating reflectors within the
lithospheric mantle.

Phases propagated within the soft sedimentary cover (Ps) are not
tected for the continental domain records (OBS2, Sines, Cercal).
S3 was deployed over the thick Mesozoic–Cenozoic fill of the half-
aben previously described (Section 4.3, SP650–SP900, Plate I); this
l generated strong reflected Ps phases, identified at offsets up to 6
d 8 km (Fig. 7). This structure acts as a seismic energy trap and
eates several very strong multiples (m, Fig. 7) of shallow and deep
ases that were used to constrain the model. In the oceanic domain
cords we identified reflected and refracted phases (Ps1, Ps2, Fig. 6)
at correlate with two almost flat reflections within the Cenozoic
dimentary cover (bottom of 1a' and 1a‴, Fig. 3) and a phase that
opagates from the Mesozoic sediments (Ps3, Fig. 6).
The continental domain records (Fig. 8) and the west record of
S1 (Fig. 9) have first arrivals up to 49 to 67 km offset, identified as
ry strong Pg (and PgP) phases with apparent velocity lower than
km/s. The PgP is only picked at OBS2 (Fig. 11), but offset-dependent
larity reversals of the first arrival and convergence to Pg of later
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Fig. 5. Seismic record section in two-way travel time (TWT) of multi-channel seismic-reflection data in the thinning (ThD) and continental (CD) domains (top panel) and its
interpretation overlainwith velocities obtained fromwide-angle data modeling (bottom panel). The rift fault system (F2) is buried below a thick sediment cover, thickening towards
F2 in its deeper levels. These deeper sediments are probably of EarlyMesozoic age (4/5) and lie on top of a Paleozoic tilted block (B1), bounded to the east by a rift fault (F3). Below this
basin a reflection (IBR) from the top of the middle continental crust (MCC) is indicated (short dashed white line). In the continental domain the Cenozoic andMesozoic sequences are
thinner and the Paleozoic basement is at 2–2.5 s depth. White arrows in bottom panel indicate the base of Cenozoic and Mesozoic according to Carvalho (1995). The reflection from
the continental basement (dashed white line) at ∼3 s depth correlates to an upper continental crust (UCC) interface that is probably the top of the continental igneous rock. Seismic
units described in the text are indicated (black solid lines): 1a— Present to LateMiocene; 1b, 2, 3— includes Early Miocene, Paleogene and LateMesozoic (Mauffret et al., 1989); 4, 5—

Mesozoic (Mauffret et al., 1989; Carvalho, 1995); PZ — Paleozoic basement. Unconformities: top of Paleozoic basement (dashed black line). OBS location (black dots) is indicated.
phases on the Sines record (see inset on Fig. 8) indicates that reflected
energy from the UCC is also present. The Pg and PgP are locally
perturbed around 305 km (model offset, Figs. 8 and 9) by diffracted
energy at the F2 fault system, and they suddenly disappear at 291 km
(Figs. 8, 9 and 11) in three of the inline records: OBS2, west of OBS1
and Sines. The reciprocal Pg and PgP phases (east of OBS3 and OBS1,
Figs. 7 and 9, continental domain) have higher apparent velocity
(N6 km/s), related to sea-bottom topography. They also show re-
markably high amplitude, being identified up to 31 km offset. The F2
fault system produces a shadow zone around 305 km in the OBS3
record, affecting both sedimentary phases as well as the Pg phases
(Fig. 7). The strong Pg and PgP phases recorded west of OBS3 (Fig. 7,
thinning and transitional domains) show steep apparent-velocity fluc-
tuations related to the sharp sea-bottom topographyaround 280km(B1,
Fig. 7). Those phases are identified up to an offset of 34 km, at 260 km in
the model, where they abruptly disappear (encircled B, Fig. 7), con-
straining the pinchout of shallow continental basement. The overall
signal-to-noise-ratio of the refracted and reflected Pg and PgP branches
are higher than 4 and 2, respectively, within more than 2000 picks
crossing from continental to transitional domains.

A weak primary phase P1, reflected from the top of the continental
middle crust, is clearly identified at Cercal from offsets 52 to 79 km
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Fig. 6. Short-offset record section for OBS6, band-pass filtered (4–14 Hz), corrected for geometrical spreading and displayed with a reduction velocity of 3.5 km/s. The three arrivals
Ps1, Ps2 and Ps3 constrain layering of the sediments. The Ps1 reflected arrival is identified at near offset and also for larger offsets, where its apparent velocity is ∼2 km/s. The reflected
Ps2 and Ps3 arrivals have apparent velocities of 2.9 km/s to 3.3 km/s, but Ps3 intercept time is larger than Ps2 intercept time. The pre-critical Ps2 arrival is clearly identified. Reflected
phases at the sediment/basement and deeper intra-basement interfaces are also indicated. The strong basement phases are first arrivals farther than ∼10 km.
(320 kmup to 293kmin themodel, Fig.10) and east of OBS3 (Fig. 7) from
offset 32 km (327 km in the model) until the end of the seismic line. It
can be also identified onOBS2 andwest of OBS3 (Figs. 7 and11), butwith
much lower signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). We picked 251 P1 arrivals,
having an overall SNRN1.5. A slightly deeper secondary reflected phase
(Pf, Fig. 7, top) with a signal-to-noise-ratio of ∼1.2 was also identified on
OBS3but sincewe foundno reciprocity relation to other instruments,we
associate this phase with an intra-crustal reflection in the MCC.

The PmP is a very strong phase for all of the continental domain
records (Figs. 10 and 11). In Cercal (Fig. 10) it is preceded by a weak
reflection on the top of the LCC, P2. The sharp bottom topography
around 280 km (B1, Fig. 10) is responsible for the observed PmP and P2
apparent-velocity fluctuation at this location. At 260 km in the model,
the P2 and PmP converge to become a unique and very strong phase
(encircled A, Fig. 10) that we named P2'. This phase, which has an
apparent velocity of ∼6 km/s, abruptly disappears around 247 km at
Cercal (encircled C, Fig. 10). Distinct branches of P2 and PmP are not
identified for OBS2 (Fig. 11), only a strong P2' that stops at ∼239 km
(encircled C, Fig. 11). These characteristics indicate that the LCC
pinches-out at the thinning domain. The modeling shows that P2'
reflects continuously from the bottom of the MCC (see ray-tracing Fig.
16d), where it rests over the LCC (P2 phase), over the mantle (PmP
phase), or over the lower transitional crust (Pb phase).

A strong secondary P2' is recorded at OBS3 from 271 km to the
west (Fig. 7). Unlike the P2' (and the “normal” PmP segment) recorded
at all other instruments to the east, this P2' is first identified at a very
short offset (24 km at OBS3, versus at least 53 km at OBS2). Other
important differences of P2' in OBS3 relative to the remaining P2'
phases are that its apparent velocity decreases (from ∼7 km/s at
271 km down to ∼5 km/s at 240 km) and its amplitude fluctuates with
offset. At 240 km in the model, the amplitude, arrival-time and ap-
parent velocity of P2' have a sharp fluctuation (encircled C, Fig. 7).
These features of the P2' recorded phases indicate a sharp thinning of
the continental crust below the continental slope, within the thinning
and transitional domains. This is consistent with a generally observed
high amplitude P2' that results from geometrical focusing.

Both Cercal and Sines recorded a secondary critical Pn (head-wave
shown on Cercal, Fig. 10) of extremely low amplitude that cannot be
picked with confidence. However, the turning Pn recorded at Cercal,
from 238 km to thewest (Mantle turningwave, Fig.10), is a very strong
phase with apparent velocity of ∼8 km/s, detached by an advance
(Shadow zone, Fig.10) ofmore than 1 s (8 km/s reduced time) from the
P2' phase (here a P2/PmP branch). In contrast, at OBS2 the recorded Pn
(almost simultaneous head-wave and turning wave Fig. 11) is a weak
primary phase, but its amplitude is above the noise level. No sharp
amplitude increase is seen in this record. These characteristics of the
Pn phases (both head-wave and turning wave) are of primary im-
portance to constrain the thinning of the continental crust.

Beneath the abyssal plain, the delay time between the shallower and
deeper basement phases is very small. The easternmost OBS (OBS4,
Fig.12) recorded strong primary arrivals that are almost continuous and
have rapidly increasing apparent velocity with offset as they propagate
within the transitional domain. Two apparent-velocity breaks occur,
leading to the identification of primary Pg, PI and Pn phases. The Pg is
a first arrival up to ∼230 km (model offset), and from that point up
to ∼240 km, the PI is a primary arrival. The reflected Pg is a strong
secondaryarrival up∼240km. The PmP is a secondary phasewith avery
small delay relative to PI from ∼230 km up to ∼245 km. A possible
triplication among PI, PmP and Pn is suggested by the record.

BothOBS5 (Fig.15) andOBS4 (Fig.12) recordedstrongPnphaseswithin
the transitional domain. In both cases the Pn reaches apparent velocities
higher than 8.5 km/s at distances greater than 240 km, related to the
landward water depth decrease. The critical offsets of these Pn phases are
much shorter than those of the Pn phases recorded in the thinning and
continental domains, indicating that the eastward continental crust
thickening should start east of ∼240 km, as previously stated.
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Fig. 8. Record section of Sines (reduced to a velocity of 6 km/s) imaging the UCC within the thinning and continental domains (top) and the corresponding synthetic seismograms
(bottom). The inset (reduction velocity of 5 km/s) shows a detail of the seismograms: the first Pg pulse polarity is offset dependent and its coda includes reflections with slightly
higher apparent velocity and little delay time. Black numbered dots indicate the location of OBSs; the arrow indicates the location of fault system F2; domain limits: CD— continental
domain; ThD — thinning domain. Crossing line IAM-6 (Fig. 1b) is indicated. See caption of Fig. 7 and text for further details.

Fig. 7. Band-pass filtered (4–14 Hz) record sections of OBS3 imaging the UCC and theMCC in the continental and thinning domains (top— east of OBS3, reduced to a velocity of 6 km/s)
and the UCC, MCC and the Moho under the continental slope in the transitional and thinning domains (bottom — west of OBS3, reduced to a velocity of 5 km/s). Synthetic
seismograms were calculated from the final velocity model using asymptotic ray theory code (Zelt and Smith, 1992). The synthetic seismograms are spaced at a 0.5 km interval and
the same offset-dependent gain has been applied as to the seismic data. Black numbered dots indicate the location of OBSs; arrows indicate the location of main crustal structures: F2,
F0 — faults; B1 — Paleozoic basement block; domain limits: CD — continental domain; ThD — thinning domain; TD–CS — transitional domain under the continental slope; TD–AP —

transitional domain under the abyssal plain; encircled B and C denote cut-off of Pg phase and a sharp fluctuation of amplitude, arrival-time and apparent velocity of P2'. Crossing line
IAM-6 (Fig. 1b) is indicated (top panel). See text for further details.
The deep phase P2' recorded at OBS3 (Fig. 15) can be followed to the
west of 240 km, where a sharp apparent-velocity decrease occurs
(encircled C — Fig. 15), as far as 204 km in the transitional domain
below the abyssal plain. It is a low continuity PI phase with mean
apparent velocity of ∼7 km/s, but fluctuations around this value are
seen. The strong Pn phase at OBS5 (Fig. 15) recorded clearly the very
same effects for this range of distances. Because here sea bottom is flat,
those fluctuations must be related to the basement structure. The
block-faulted geometry of the shallow basement seen on the multi-
channel seismic-reflection profile (Plate I) might be responsible for
the observed focusing and defocusing of energy as well as the
apparent-velocity change. On the other hand we identify a hyper-
bolic chapped secondary arrival with increasing amplitude towards
∼260 km (Fig. 12) that we interpret as a diffraction. Other similar
features are present in OBS5 record (Fig. 15). If real, these observations
indicate small-scale basement heterogeneity within the transitional
domain as also suggested by themulti-channel seismic-reflection data
sets (Section 4.2).
The crustal phases recorded in the oceanic domain (Figs.13 and 14)
are identified between offsets of 7 km to 38 km. Apparent-velocity
fluctuations are related to basement topography. The strong primary
and later phases have a mean signal-to-noise-ratio between 2.2 and
4.1. The very short critical offsets and delay times between the Pg, PI
and PmP phases suggest that the crust is very thin and the velocity
increases with depth. At OBS5 (Fig. 13) the critical offsets are slightly
greater and the delays are longer than for OBS6 (Fig. 14), indicating
somewhat thicker crust below OBS5. In all records, triplication related
to an intra-crustal interface and to Moho was identified.

At OBS5 the Pg phases are strong primary phases from∼10 kmoffset
up to ∼25 km offset, where they cross PI (Fig. 13). The Pg remains a high
amplitude phase as a later arrival at up to∼30 kmoffset on the east side.
At OBS6 (Fig. 14) and OBS4 the crossing between Pg and PI occurs at
slightly nearer offsets (∼20 km). Strong (signal-to-noise-ratio of ∼3.3)
pre-critical Pg intra-crustal reflected phases are identified at ∼10 km
offset (∼6–6.5 s at a 7 km/s reduction velocity) for OBS5 (Fig.13) and are
also identified at OBS6 (offset b10 km, Fig. 6).
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Fig. 9. Record section of OBS1 (reduced to a velocity of 6 km/s) imaging the UCC in the continental and thinning domains (top) and the corresponding synthetic seismograms
(bottom). Black numbered dots indicate the location of OBSs; the arrows indicate the location of fault systems (F2, F0); domain limits: CD — continental domain; ThD — thinning
domain. Crossing line IAM-6 (Fig. 1b) is indicated. See caption of Fig. 7 and text for further details.
PI is a strong primary phase around ∼20- to ∼25 km offset. Strong
secondary pre-critical PmP phases are clearly identified at ∼20 km
offsets in OBS5 (Fig. 13) and OBS6 (Fig. 14) up to ∼25 km offset where
they converge with the primary PI. Because of very short delay of PmP
relative to the PI phase in OBS6, a reinforcement of amplitude is
observed from ∼165 km to ∼180 km (Fig. 14).

At ∼30 km offset the Pn recorded at OBS5 (Fig.13) crosses the PI and
becomes a very strong first arrival with high apparent velocity. For the
remaining oceanic domain records, the Pn phase becomes weak
immediately beyond the critical distance but at larger offsets its
amplitude increases. At OBS6 (Fig. 14) the Pn can be followed up to the
Madeira-Tore Rise (∼150 km offset) with generally good coherence and
high to very high signal-to-noise-ratio. The sharp basement topography
induces large fluctuations in its apparent velocity and focusing of the
seismic energy, which are obvious at 85–65 km where oceanic
basement deepens to the east. Both effects can also be seen on the
other two OBSs, but the Pn's signal-to-noise-ratio is lower.

Deep reflected phases, Pm1 to Pm4, are identified in the OBS5
record following the Pn phase near offsets of 40 km (model distances
∼140 km, 215–220 km, Fig. 13) and 75 km (model distance ∼255 km,
Fig. 15). These strong secondary arrivals are ∼10 km long and have
signal-to-noise-ratio up to 1.6.

6. Modeling

The velocity model for the crust and uppermost mantle was de-
veloped using the programs RAYINVR and TRAMP (Zelt and Smith,
1992; Zelt and Forsyth, 1994). A priori information on P-wave velocity
and layer thickness in continental and oceanic domains (Purdy, 1975;
Pinheiro et al., 1992; Pinheiro, 1994; Matias, 1996; Vales et al., 1996)
was included in the initial model as explained next. The modeling was
performed by travel-time fit from shallower to deeper layers in the
crust, constrained by the two-way travel time (Plate I) to the top of
basement in the multi-channel seismic-reflection record.

6.1. Intermediate velocity models

For the oceanic domain, we first created a 3-layer sedimentary
section represented by velocities of 2.0–2.5 km/s, 3 km/s and 4.2 km/s,
and a 3-layer basement represented by velocities of 5.3 km/s, 6.7 km/s
and 7.6 km/s over 8.0 km/s mantle. For the thinning and continental
domains, the rifted Zona Sul Portuguesa continental crust was rep-
resented by a 3-layermodel: UCC (6.0–6.1 km/s), MCC (6.3–6.35 km/s),
LCC (6.8–7.0 km/s), over 8.1 km/s mantle. For the oceanic domain, our
initial model concentrated high amplitudes very near the critical
distances, which conflicts with the observations. Further phase rein-
terpretation and amplitude modeling showed that a two-layer, high-
gradient and thinner basement in the oceanic domain is able to gen-
erate an energy distribution comparable to the one observed (Figs. 13
and 14). We merged the oceanic domain velocity model with those
along the transitional domain, smoothing the originalmodels between
∼200 km and ∼280 km. The merger was based upon arrival-time and
amplitudemodeling, and it linked the UCC to layer 2 through a smooth
lateral gradient region. TheMCC thins to zero at ∼240 km. The LCC and
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Fig. 10. Record sections of Cercal imaging the MCC and LCC under the continental slope, in the transitional and thinning domains (top — reduced to a velocity of 6 km/s) and the
uppermost mantle under the abyssal plain in the transitional domain (bottom — reduced to a velocity of 8 km/s). Different reduction velocities on top and bottom panels illustrate
diverse features of the record that we describe in the text. Encircled A (top panel) represents the final convergence of P2 to PmP, that precedes the amplitude increase of this reflection
from the Moho up to its abrupt disappearing (encircled C, top panel). The strongmantle turning wave Pn is detached from the PmP, which creates a shadow zone in between (bottom
panel). A very weak critical Pn (head-wave, top and bottom panels) can be inferred from ∼275 km to the west, which the model is able to predict. Black numbered dots indicate the
location of OBSs; arrow indicates the location of a Paleozoic basement block (B1); domain limits: ThD— thinning domain; TD–CS— transitional domain under the continental slope;
TD–AP — transitional domain under the abyssal plain; OD — oceanic domain. Crossing line IAM-T1 (Fig. 1b) is indicated. See caption of Fig. 7 and text for further details.
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Fig. 11. Record section of OBS2 imaging the MCC and LCC in the transitional and thinning
of 6 km/s. Encircled C represents the cut-off point of reflections from the Moho (P2'). Bl
TD–CS — transitional domain under the continental slope; TD–AP — transitional dom
domains (top) and the corresponding synthetic seismograms (bottom), reduced to a velocity
ack numbered dot indicates the location of OBS 3; domain limits: ThD— thinning domain;
ain under the abyssal plain. See caption of Fig. 7 and text for further details.
layer 3 are 30 km apart, which leaves theMCC directly over themantle
from∼260 km to∼290 km. Themain features of basement structure in
this intermediate model are very close to those in the final model.

6.2. Final velocity model

Further refinement of themodel was improved by fitting of arrival-
times and amplitudes, concentrating our attention on energy dis-
tribution among shallow to deep phases and its dependence on offset.
Although this did not change significantly the mean square velocity or
thickness of model layers, a few important parameterization changes
were needed, mainly in the shallower basement, from the continental
to transitional domains. A trial-and-error procedure showed that in-
creasing the model dimension on boundary nodes instead of velocity
nodes better controls the fit of both arrival-times and amplitudes. This
allowed us to explore the parameter space, evaluate the uniqueness
of the solution, and handle the trade-off between model dimension
and data resolution capability. The ray-tracing for the previously
identified arrivals and the corresponding travel-time fits are pre-
sented in Fig. 16. Both predicted and observed travel times (at 2 km
interval, except for Pn at a 4 km interval) are depicted in the figure. The
velocity and gradient ranges for the final model in each crustal domain
are given in Tables 1 and 2, with the corresponding values for the
Madeira-Tore Rise and Zona Sul Portuguesa onshore crust based on
Peirce and Barton (1991) and Matias (1996).

Within the UCC of the continental and thinning domains, we
replaced a more layered structure by a more “block-like” and mod-
erate gradient structure fitting both the slightly faster Pg recorded at
Cercal and the Pg recorded at Sines. The model is in good agreement
with surface geology. Zona Sul Portuguesa rocks crop out at Cercal,
and farther west the sub-volcanic Sines massif rocks and several
normal faults are mapped offshore (Andrade et al., 1984). The model
predicts Pg (Fig. 16b) offset-dependent amplitudes that are in good
agreement with the observed ones (Figs. 7–9). The energy shared
among Pg and P1 phases (Fig. 16b, c) is quite well reproduced by
the model (Fig. 7, top), namely the Pg reinforcement at ∼275 km
on OBS3 (Fig. 7, bottom) and the weak observed P1 at Cercal. Within
the transitional domain, the PgP recorded on OBS3 (encircled B, Fig. 7)
directly constrains the pinchout of the shallowest levels of UCC at
∼260 km (Fig. 16b). Deeper levels of UCC are still sampled (Fig. 16c),
but the location of its thinning to zero is not directly constrained.

Sharp thinning of the MCC from the thinning domain to the
transitional domain beneath the continental slope is well constrained
by the strong reflected phases (P2, PmP, Pb, Fig. 16d) at its lower
boundary, recorded in all instruments in the thinning and continental
domains (P2', Figs. 7, 10 and 11). The observed high amplitude of this
reflection is clearly an effect of focusing of reflected energy at the
lower boundary of the pinching-out continental crust. In all cases
these reflected phases stop at ∼240 km (encircled C, Figs. 7, 10 and 11)
confining the complete thinning of the MCC at this location (Fig. 16d).
The model also provides a good fit to the arrival-times (Fig. 16f) and
amplitude (Figs. 12 and 15, bottom) of the recorded Pn in the oceanic
domain instruments for this range of distances.

The LCC complete thinning in the thinning domain (Fig.16e) is very
clearly established by P2 and PmP phases that become a P2' west of
∼260 km at Sines and Cercal (encircled A, Fig.10). This steep and depth
dependent thinning of the continental crust induces a shadow around
240 km and focusing of the turning Pn at Cercal (Fig. 10) and no
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Fig.12. Record section of OBS4 imaging thewhole crust in the transitional domain (top) and the corresponding synthetic seismograms (middle), reduced to a velocity of 8.5 km/s. The
synthetic seismogram at bottom considers a deep diffractor at 257.5 km that diffracts 90% of the incident energy. x and z indicate the modeled distance and depth of the diffractor.
Domain limits: ThD— thinning domain; TD–CS— transitional domain under the continental slope; TD–AP— transitional domain under the abyssal plain. See caption of Fig. 7 and text
for further details.
shadow for OBS2 (Fig. 11). The former characteristics are well
reproduced in ray-tracing, travel-time fit (Fig. 16d, e, f) and offset-
dependent amplitude (Figs. 10 and 11), further supporting the abrupt
thinning of the continental crust within the thinning domain and
transitional domain below the continental slope.

The fit of out-of-plane energy recorded at Cercal indicates that
the Moho slope is slightly higher south of transect, related to a more
abrupt LCC thinning. Although the PmP delay relative to P2 is lower at
Sines than at Cercal, related to a LCC southward thickening, the main
characteristics are alike. To account for the out-of-plane information
content of the Cercal record, we averaged the model geometry of both
in-plane (Sines) and out-of-plane (Cercal) models, in order to produce
a mean and smoother model that is able to satisfy both records.

In the oceanic domain, the two-layer, high-gradient oceanic crust
model fits well the observations of both arrival-times (Fig. 16d, e) and
amplitude versus offset dependence and distribution among shal-
lower to deeper phases (Figs. 13 and 14). Triplication related to the
intra-crustal interface and to the Moho is quite well reproduced.
Furthermore, both intra-crustal interface and Moho predicted TWT
are in excellent agreement with long intra-basement reflectors iden-
tified in the multi-channel seismic-reflection data.
In the transitional domain, the transition of UCC/MCC to layer 2
was replaced from the original smooth lateral velocity change to a
sequential pinchout of continental and oceanic layers, as suggested by
the multi-channel seismic-reflection data (Plate I). The Pg recorded on
OBS4 propagates at a block-shaped upper crust, where both turning
waves and reflected waves are generated. This proved to provide a
better fit of the Pg phases recorded on OBS4 (Figs. 12 and 16d) and of
the remaining deeper crustal (PI, PmP — Fig. 16e) recorded on OBS3/
OBS4 (Figs. 7, 12 and 15), as well as mantle phases (Pn — Fig. 16f)
recorded at the remaining instruments (Figs. 11, 13 and 15).

A smooth lateral gradient decrease from oceanic layer 3 along the
lower crust up to its complete thinning at the transitional domain
below the continental slope is able to predict the observations. Direct
constraint on this layer segment comes from the PI and PmP phases
(Fig. 16e) recorded on OBS3 (west of encircled C — Fig. 15, top) and
OBS4 (Fig. 12), that are confirmed by the Pn arrival-time fit (Fig. 16f) of
the remaining records (Figs. 10, 11, 13 and 15).

We also investigated the locations of diffractors by travel-time fit of
the strongest diffractions identified in the wide-angle data. Shallower
diffractors were confirmed to correlate to fault systems seen onmulti-
channel seismic-reflection data. The very energetic diffraction
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Fig.13. Record sections of OBS5 imaging the crust and lithospheric mantle, in the oceanic to transitional domains, and the corresponding synthetic seismograms, reduced to a velocity
of 7 km/s. Black numbered dots indicate the location of OBSs; domain limits: TD–AP— transitional domain under the abyssal plain; OD— oceanic domain. Crossing lines IAM-T1, IAM-
T2 and L86-03 (Fig. 1b) are indicated. See caption of Fig. 7 and text for further details.

Fig. 14. Record sections of OBS6 imaging the crust and lithospheric mantle in the oceanic domain, and the corresponding synthetic seismograms at short distance (top— reduced to a
velocity of 7 km/s) and at large distance (bottom— reduced to a velocity of 8.5 km/s). Different reduction velocities on top and bottom panels illustrate diverse features of the record
that we describe in the text. The increase of Pn amplitude observed at ∼85 km is foreseen by the model that predicts the arrival of the turning Pn from this point to the west. Crossing
lines L86-03 and D1–D2 (Fig. 1b) are indicated. Location of magnetic anomaly M11 is given according to Pinheiro et al. (1992). See caption of Fig. 7 and text for further details.
interpreted on OBS4 around 260 km was modeled to originate at the
MCC lower boundary (Fig. 12). The inset synthetic record section in
Fig. 12 was calculated supposing that 90% of the incident energy was
diffracted. Because this value is arbitrary, it is only an indicator of
possible energy partitioning between the body waves and the
diffraction. Nevertheless, it clearly indicates that the location of the
diffractor generates an offset/amplitude dependence similar to that
observed.
We attempted to model the deep reflected phases, Pm1 to Pm4 that
arise from Iberia lithospheric continental mantle layering. According to
Diaz et al. (1993), Cusi et al. (1993), and Corchete et al. (1995), the
uppermostmantle in the southern part of Iberia has a velocity of 8.0 km/s
immediately below the Moho increasing with depth up to 8.2 km/s in a
few kilometers. At least two low velocity zones exist: the base of the first
low velocity zone occurs at ∼68 km depth, and below that the mantle
velocity is 8.3 km/s; the second low velocity zone bottom is near the base
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Fig. 15. Record sections of OBS3 (top, reduced to a velocity of 7 km/s) and OBS5 (bottom, reduced to a velocity of 8.5 km/s) imaging the deep crust and the lithospheric mantle in the
transitional domain. Different reduction velocities on top and bottom panels illustrate diverse features of the records that we describe in the text. The observed sharp apparent-
velocity decrease (encircled C, top panel) of P2' is followed by its increase as the seafloor becomes flat (west of ∼240 km), but fluctuations of its amplitude and apparent velocity are
observed. The Pn phase at OBS5 (bottom panel) shows similar fluctuation for this range of distances. Black dot in top panel indicates the location of OBS 4; domain limits: TD–CS —

transitional domain under the continental slope; TD–AP — transitional domain under the abyssal plain; OD — oceanic domain. See caption of Fig. 7 and text for further details.
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5 The local spread function of parameter i is defined as SPFi ¼ log
X
j

w i; jð ÞR2
ji

2
4

3
5, where Rji

represents the j element of its resolution kernel and w(i, j) depends on the distance of
i and j nodes dist (i, j) and resolution of parameter i, w(i, j)=dist(i, j)/|Rii|3. It should be
noticed that this function does not evaluate the smearing of velocity and depth
parameters if they are defined at the same node location.
of the lithosphere, at 88 km,where themantle velocity increase to 8.5 km/
s (Diaz et al.,1993; Cusi et al.,1993; Corchete et al.,1995). Because our Pm1
toPm4phases areonly identifiedatone recordwith little extent (∼10km),
wewerenot able to confidentlycorrelate itwith the Iberia sub-continental
lithospheric mantle velocity structure. Alternatively, we modeled it in-
dependently of the velocity structure to estimate the depth of the
reflectorswhere this energycomes from(namedfloating reflectors byZelt
and Smith (1992)). Wemodeled depths of 19 km to 21 km in the oceanic
domain and of 25 km depth in the transitional domain (Fig. 16e).

6.3. Travel-time fit and model evaluation

Direct model assessment techniques that derive alternative models
that satisfactorily fit the data are the best means for establishing the
absolute bounds on model parameters and whether a particular model
feature is required by the data (Zelt, 1999). The intermediate models we
describe in Section 6.1 are able to adequately fit the observed arrival-
times but do not generate an appropriate fit of the recorded amplitudes.
Comparing these alternativemodels to the finalmodel we can state that
the data require the following particular model features: (i) a two-layer,
high-gradient crust in the oceanic domain; (ii) a block-like and
intermediate-gradient structure in the shallowcontinental and thinning
domains; (iii) thinning to zero of the LCC in the thinning domain
followed bya sharp thinningof theMCC that thins to zero below the foot
of the continental slope in the transitional domain; and (iv) a relatively
complex basement structure in the transitional domain where vertical
and horizontal heterogeneities exist. Nevertheless, indirect model
assessment, based on arrival-time fit, gives also important insight on
the reliability of the final model and the remaining of this section
describes briefly the main findings on that.

A final velocity model should adequately fit the data predicting
arrival-times within the data error bounds, ideally with χ2=1. If χ2b1
the data is over-fit and if χ2N1 the data is under-fit (Zelt and Smith,
1992). However, in practice final χ2 values significantly different from
1 are often obtained in travel-time inversion (Zelt and Forsyth, 1994).
Estimates of arrival-timefit quality for eachphase and for all phases are
given in Table 3. Our final model produces a normalized χ2 of ∼4 with
no individual phase over-fit (χ2N1 for all phases). According to Zelt and
Smith (1992), final values ofχ2much greater than 1 generally indicates
that the data is sampling small-scale heterogeneities that they cannot
resolve. Alternatively, a large χ2 value can be due to out-of-plane
seismic energy that arises when seismic rays cross a 3D geological
structure (Zelt and Forsyth, 1994). We actually know that the sampled
structure deviates from a 2D structure in the continental domain
(Section 6.2 — Sines versus Cercal records) and have indication of low
scale heterogeneity in the transitional domain (Section 6.2— probable
diffractions on OBS4 record), that are most certainly the cause for the
high χ2 of Pg and P2' phases (Table 3). As previously mentioned,
several segments of the reflected phases are late phases that have high
pick uncertainty even though they have high amplitude. These phases
impose very important amplitude constrains, but were not considered
for the travel-time fit evaluation, contributing for increasing the χ2

value. OBS1 record picks are slightly over-fit mainly due to their high
pick uncertainty and limited number of picks. For all the remaining
phases and all the other records, the χ2 values (Table 3) indicate that
the observed arrival-times are adequately fit by the predicted ones.
Ourmodel is able to predictmost of the observed arrival-times (NC and
NR are similar, Table 3) with travel-time misfits similar to the pick
uncertainty (SIGMA and Trms are similar, Table 3).

More important than χ2 criteria to select a final model are model
parameter resolution and ray coverage for all observed arrival-time
locations (Zelt and Forsyth,1994), i.e., the final velocity model should be
a minimum parameter model in the sense that it contains only the
structure required by the data (Zelt and Smith, 1992). This should
provide well resolved and not smeared parameters that have a model
resolution matrix close to the identity matrix. A resolution kernel (one
line of the resolution matrix) describes how a particular model pa-
rameter represents an average of the true geological structure according
to a linear combination of the structure at all model nodes using the
values of the resolution kernel at each node as the weights (Zelt, 1999).
When working with real data, it is not possible to achieve simulta-
neously χ2=1 and model resolution matrix equal to identity matrix.
According to Zelt and Smith (1992), parameters that have resolution
(diagonal element of the model resolution matrix) of 0.5 or greater are
generally well resolved and are reliable. Comparing the percentage of
velocityanddepthparameters thathave resolution above0.5 (Fig.17a, c),
we see that globally our velocities have higher resolution than our
depths. However, many depth parameters are mainly constrained by
two-way travel times picked from the multi-channel seismic-reflection
data and its resolution derived fromwide-angle data is under estimated.

To evaluate the model reliability, we considered the number of rays
that hit each node (hit-counts) and the model resolution kernel ele-
ments. A few of the resolution kernels for key parameters are given in
Fig. 18: MCC and mantle velocities (parameters 204, 208 and 250), LCC
depth (parameters 217 and 246), pinchout depth of the lower crust in
the transitional domain (parameter 212) and upper and lower crust
velocities in the transitional domain (parameters 144, 222 and 203). The
parameters 204, 208 and 250 (top and bottom velocities of the MCC,
VMCC, and mantle velocity, VMantle, Fig. 18) have high resolution (large
encircled crosses corresponding to resolutions of 0.93, 0.93 and 0.99,
respectively, Fig. 18) and practically no smear to the remaining
parameters (all black circles are very small, Fig. 18). The velocity of
the slower parts of the upper crust in the transitional domain
(parameter 144, VUTC, Fig. 18) has a resolution value comparable to
the velocity of the MCC (parameters 204 and 208, Fig. 18) but is more
smeared to near parameters just above it (compare the sizes of black
circles for parameters 144 to 204 and 208, Fig.18). Thismeans that if we
perturb one of MCC velocities, it is likely that the inversion of all
parameters will recover the MCC velocity, keeping the remaining
parameters (depths and/or velocities of remaining layers) unchanged,
while the same procedure for the upper crust velocity in the transitional
domain is likely to produce slight differences on its value and on the
smeared parameter values. The same can be said about the faster part of
the upper crust in the transitional domain (parameter 203, VUTC, Fig.18)
that is slightly smeared with depth parameters along the bottom of the
MCC in the transitional and thinning domains (black circles for
parameter 203, Fig. 18) or about the top velocity of the lower crust in
the transitional domain (parameter 222, VLTC, Fig. 18). The parameters
217 and 246 (depth of the top and bottom of LCC, ZLCC, Fig. 18) have
resolution just below and above 0.5, and in both cases we see that the
smearing is still low (the black circles are still considerably smaller than
each of the encircled crosses, Fig. 18). The depth of thinning to zero of
the lower crust in the transitional domain, ZLTC (parameter 212, Fig. 18)
has a resolution just above 0.5 but practically no smearing (very small
black circles, Fig. 18). We conclude that both thinning domain MCC and
mantle velocities are very well resolved with just little smearing to
other parameters. The depth parameters that control the thinning of the
LCC and lower crust in the transitional domain show higher smearing
and lower resolution, but still represent well constrained depths. Both
resolution and smearing of model parameters at the transitional
domain are not as good as at the remaining domains, but several
parameters are still reliable (e.g., parameters 144, 222 and 203, Fig. 18).

From the above we see that resolution alone does not account
completely for smearing. In order to set up a quantitative criteria for
smearing level, we calculated local spread functions (as proposed in
Eberhart-Philips (1993) for tomographic models51), that verifies the
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ig. 16. (a) Ray coverage and arrival-time fit for the sedimentary layers in the final model, with 2 km interval from point to point ray-tracing. Arrows indicate the receiver locations.
) Same as (a) except for the shallow UCC. (c) Same as (a) except for the deep UCC and Pf reflectionwithin the MCC. (d) Same as (a) except for the MCC, upper crust in the transitional
omain and model layer L2. (e) Same as (a) except for the LCC, lower crust in the transitional domain, model layer L3 and mantle reflections. (f) Same as (a) except for the mantle
rning rays at a 4 km interval.

able 1
-wave velocity range across the transect: Madeira-Tore Rise (after Peirce and Barton, 1991), oceanic domain (OD), transitional domain below the abyssal plain (TD–AP), transitional
omain below the continental slope (TD–CS), thinning domain (ThD), continental domain (CD) and Zona Sul Portuguesa continental crust on land (ZSP, after Matias, 1996)

Madeira-Tore OD TD–AP TD–CS ThD CD ZSP

ediments CZ/MZ 1.8–3.7 2.0–4.5 2.0–4.9 2.4–4.9 2.1–4.4 –

truded metamorphic crust – – 5.0
UTC(A1)

5.1 → 5.2 5.2 Sed
↓ → ↓
5.2 MSed 6.0

pper igneous crust L2
4.8–5.6

↓

5.3
↓
6.0
L2

6.15
↓
6.25
UCC

6.1–6.4
UCC

iddle igneous crust – – 6.0
↓
6.4
UTC(A2)

6.35
↓
6.45
MCC

6.4 MCC

eep igneous crust ↓
6.8–7.4

L3

6.5 → ↓ – 6.9
↓
7.2
LCC

6.6
↓
6.9
LCC

↓ 6.9
7.4 → ↑
L3 LTC LTC

ithospheric mantle 8.0 8.0 8.2

he soft sediments velocities are given in one line and the basement splits into five lines to account for the variability of the structure along the margin. Except for the sediments each
ne corresponds to one layer. In each cell we indicate the layer name and P-wave velocity in km/s. Only one number inside a cell indicates a uniform velocity layer; two numbers side
y side indicate the velocity range of the layer; top and bottom numbers connected by a vertical arrow indicate the top and bottom velocities of the layer; left and right numbers
onnected by a horizontal arrow indicate thewestern and eastern-end velocities of the layer; vertical arrows pointing directly to or from an interface indicate that no velocity contrast
xists across the interface. Layer nomenclature as in velocity model (Fig. 23).
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eighting factor properties of Backus–Gilbert global spread function
Menke,1989), i.e., theweighting factormust be the same and strictly
ositive when considering a pair of different parameters and zero
therwise. These values are expected to indicate the level of smearing
rom one parameter to the remaining parameters: a high value of
cal spread function indicates high smearing for the correspondent
arameter while a low value of the local spread function indicates
ttle smearing for that parameter. The values of local spread func-
ions for each of the kernels previously discussed are given in Fig. 18.
he value of the local spread function increases with increasing black
ircles size and with distance from encircled crosses to black circles
Figure 18). Plotting the statistics of spreading function values for
epth (Figure 17b) and for velocity (Figure 17d) parameters, we see
hat velocities (Fig. 18). Plotting the statistics of spreading function
alues for depth (Fig. 17b) and for velocity (Fig. 17d) parameters, we
ee that velocities are generally less smeared than depths (Fig.17b, d).
lotting resolution versus local spreading function (Fig. 17k), we see
hat all velocity parameters that have resolution above 0.5 also have
cal spread function below 2.
The resolution of each parameter is related to hit-counts, but it

epends also on the ray path geometry and propagation sense (Zelt,
999). Except near zero where hit-counts and resolution of our model
ary in the same sense, the plot of resolution versus hit-counts is
loudy, meaning that resolution reflects mostly the remaining aspects
hat are closely related to the geological structure itself. In order to
valuate simultaneously the effect of resolution and hit-counts, we
eighted the hit-counts by the resolution. Because the resolution
aries from 0 to 1 the weighted hit-counts varies from 0 (when
esolution or hit-counts are equal to 0) up to hit-count number (if
esolution is equal to 1). All velocity parameters that have resolution
bove 0.5 are constrained by more that 300 weighted hit-counts
Fig. 17g), that is 300 (Fig. 17h) to 600 hit-counts, but velocities with
igher resolution can have almost the same weighted hit-counts or
uch higher weighted hit-counts (Fig. 17g). This means that beyond a

easonable value, increasing hit-counts does not improve the con-
dence on velocities. Stating that only velocities that have resolution
bove 0.5 are reliable, we also guarantee that they are constrained by
reasonable minimum of hit-counts, that we choose to be 100, al-

hough this limit has no effect on accepting or rejecting the reliability
f any of our velocity parameters.
Depths have generally higher local spread function (Fig.17b), lower

esolution (Fig.17a) and hit-counts than velocities (Fig.17c, d). This is a
irect consequence of the increase in number of depth parameters
uring amplitude modeling to smooth the interfaces. The inspection
f its kernel plots indicates that several depth parameters that have
esolution below 0.5 are slightly smeared but solely to neighbor
odes; in all cases they have resolution above ∼0.2, local spread func-
ion below ∼2.5 and hit-counts above 100. We present the relation of
eighted hit-counts to resolution (Fig. 17e) and to hit-counts (Fig. 17f),
nd local spread functions to resolution (Fig. 17i) and to weighted hit-
ounts (Fig. 17j) for our model depths where the shading zone limits
he considered reliable depths.

The well resolved velocities and depths are indicated in Fig. 19.
ecause it relies on arrival-time only, this evaluation of model rep-
esents a lower bound of reliability on the model parameters. Am-
litude constrained parameters further extends the model reliability.

.4. 2D gravity and 2.5D magnetic modeling

A free-air gravity anomaly profilewas extracted from the gridded data
etof Sandwell andSmith (1997) (Fig. 20b). To invert that data setweused
single value decomposition algorithm based program (Phillips, 1997)
nd the same layer configuration of the velocitymodel. Conversion of
-wave velocities to densities was performed using the relation proposed
y Zelt and Ellis (1988). Adjustment of Moho depth (Fig. 21c — arrows)
asneeded tofit thegravitydata at thewesternendof theprofilewhere it
not constrained by wide-angle data (see Fig. 19). After this adjustment,

he model still provided a good fit to the OBS6 Pn arrival-time and
mplitude (Figs. 14 and 16f). At other places, no interface depth was
hanged. To fit the data to 5 mGal uncertainty, adjustments to calculated
ensity were made as follows: 6% reduction in the thinning domain
antle, 6% increase in the shallower levels of the UCC at the thinning and
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Table 2
Velocity gradient range across the transect (s−1)

Madeira-Tore OD TD–AP TD–CS ThD CD

Intruded metamorphic
crust

– – ?
UTC(A1)

0.01
MSed

0.15–0.2
MSed

Upper igneous crust 0.28
L2

0.3 L2 0.01
UCC

Middle igneous crust – – ?
UTC(A2)

0.01
MCC

Deep igneous crust 0.14
L3

0.3
L3

→
LTC

0.15
LTC

– 0.03
LCC

Lithospheric mantle 0.01 0.03 0.02 ?

See Table 1 caption for details.

Table 3
Travel-time fit for each phase: NC— number of picks; SIGMA — mean pick uncertainty;
NR — number of traced rays; Trms — travel-time root mean square misfit;
χ2=normalized chi square

Phase NC SIGMA (s) NR Trms (s) χ2

Ps1 507 0.14 504 0.09 1.12
Ps2 352 0.08 353 0.07 2.03
Ps3 17 0.12 18 0.07 1.20
Pg 2523 0.07 2450 0.12 6.96
PgP 703 0.11 645 0.12 4.15
P1 252 0.13 252 0.11 1.84
P2/Pf 229 0.17 229 0.11 1.11
P2' 629 0.14 610 0.18 6.06
PI 562 0.08 495 0.08 2.38
PIc 225 0.11 221 0.14 5.07
PmP 701 0.13 564 0.13 3.17
Pn 1950 0.17 1967 0.15 1.94
Fit 8639 0.12 8308 0.13 4.01

See Section 5 in the text for phase classification.
transitional domains (MSed) and 5% maximum at the remaining layers
(Fig. 21c). The calculated and observed free-air gravity profiles are shown
in Fig. 21b.

We also controlled the isostatic equilibrium of the crust, calcu-
lating the lithostatic pressure (load) anomaly at the base of the model
(Fig. 21a), i.e., we calculated the mean load that the model generates at
a fixed mantle level and subtracted it from the load in each location.
Our model generates load anomalies of a few MPa; therefore, Airy
isostatic equilibrium is not strictly verified, but according toWhitmarsh
et al. (1996) load anomalies below ±20 MPa should be withstood by
an elastic crust. We conclude that our velocity model is consistent
with free-air gravity data, although high crustal stresses might be
needed to account for the predicted load variation across the margin.

Free-air gravity data in margin environments is greatly affected by
water-sediments density contrast due to sea-bottom topography. The
similarity of free-air gravity (Fig. 20b) and topography (Fig. 1b) map
trends suggests that themain signature in the free-air gravitymap arises
from sea-bottom topography. In order to reveal the main features of the
deep mass distribution within the lithosphere, we also calculated the
Bouguer anomaly (using GMT tools) and extracted a few parallel profiles
along andnear IAM5 (Fig. 20a) thatwill be discussed later.We considered
adensity of 2.3 g/cm3 tofill the oceanic basin and adensity of 2.6 g/cm3 to
remove the onshore topographic highs, both based on our densitymodel.

Due to the vector character of the magnetic-field source, be-
fore extracting the magnetic profile from the gridded data (Fig. 20d)
(Verhoef et al., 1996) we applied a reduction to the pole (Tvhernychev,
2004) centered at 38°N, 11°W. We estimated the possible orientation
range of basement remnant magnetization along the profile in the
abyssal plain according to virtual poles and mean paleopoles pro-
posed by Galdeano et al. (1989), Moreau et al. (1992), Moreau et al.
(1997) for the crustal ages suggested byMauffret et al. (1989), Pinheiro
et al. (1992) and Srivastava et al. (2000). We based our calculation on
the formulation of Butler (1992), considering the correction of latitude
and longitude on inclination and declination and its 95% confidence
intervals. We verified that those are affected by great uncertainty: in
the westernmost part of the profile (up to 54 km for the ridge jump
hypothesis (Mauffret et al., 1989) or 93 km otherwise) we estimated
that declination is most certainly between 308° and 350° and in-
clination between 36° and 63°, while in the easternmost part of the
abyssal plain (up to 181 km) declination may vary from 308° to 332°
and inclination from 41° to 63°. Furthermore rotation of Iberia (Van
der Voo, 1990) and fast polar wander (Besse and Courtillot, 2003) has
been proposed to occur at the time of crust generation in the abyssal
plain (bearing in mind the crustal ages proposed by Mauffret et al.,
1989, Pinheiro et al., 1992 and Srivastava et al., 2000) which could also
contribute to increase the uncertainty of the basement remnant mag-
netization orientation. Thus, we assumed that the rock magnetization
is now parallel to the Earth magnetic field, i.e., we considered only
induced magnetization. The final grid and a magnetic profile along
IAM5 are presented in Fig. 20c, d.

The magnetic anomaly expected from magnetic-field reversals
recorded in the basement is a short wave-length signal (b1 km), while
the available magnetic data provides a longer wave-length signal
(∼5 km). Furthermore the low spreading rate (Mauffret et al., 1989;
Pinheiro et al., 1992; Srivastava et al, 2000) and the 8–10 km depth
from sea level to the magnetic sources (in the deeper basement part of
the basin) give a low-amplitude signal. Thus, it is impossible to model
oceanic spreading magnetic anomalies along this profile. Instead we
modeled the data to determine mean magnetization values, including
the set of magnetic anomalies that run almost north–south around
∼10.5°W (white arrow Fig. 20d); these cross the IAM5 transect in
the transitional domain with ∼80 nT peak-to-peak amplitude (a3,
Fig. 20c). We tried several models all excluding a magnetic source
layer in soft sediments: (i) magnetic sources in the UCC, layer 2 and
upper crust in the transitional domain; (ii) magnetic sources as in (i)
and also in lower crust below the transitional domain; and (iii) a
12 km-thick source layer. The geometry of the magnetic source layers
of our trial models was based on previous models for the region. To
model the magnetic anomalies along Lusitanie 86-01 Srivastava et al.
(2000) considered a 2 km-thick layer below 8 km depth which is
comparable to our layer 2 and upper crust in the transitional domain
below the abyssal plain that we considered as the source layer for our
model (i). Below the continental slope, we considered a source layer
that thickens eastward from ∼2 km thick at 240 km up to 10 km thick
at the eastern edge of the magnetic model. A 10 km-thick magnetized
crust has been used by Silva et al. (2000) for all Iberia. Our model
(i) predicts a net increase of the mean magnetization of the blocks
towards the transitional domain below the abyssal plain (Fig. 22b, c).
Here the mean magnetization reaches a maximum of ∼6 A/m while
the modeled blocks below Sines and Madeira-Tore rise have mag-
netization of ∼2 A/m that compares to the magnetization obtained by
Silva et al. (2000) for Sines near the eastern end of IAM5, but is lower
than the 8 A/m modeled by Srivastava et al. (2000) for Madeira-Tore.
This apparent discrepancy is related to the crustal thickness increase
of our model in this site. Furthermore, a relatively high value of
magnetization was modeled at the transitional domain blocks be-
low the abyssal plain. Even if we consider that the magnetic sources
extend deeper into the lower crust (model ii), the magnetization of
these blocks remain the highest along the profile. It has been sug-
gested that magnetic-field deeper sources (e.g. gabbros and perido-
tites) may have a net contribution to the magnetic anomaly at sea
level, although their remnant magnetization orientation is probably
delayed by a few hundred million years relative to the shallower
sources, which record paleomagnetic field almost instantly because of
their quick cooling (e.g. basalts) (Dyment and Arkani-Hamed, 1998).
Deeper sources contribution becomes more important for long wave-
length signals because of faster attenuation of short wave-lengths
with distance to the source. In IAM5 profile, both sample rate and
depth to basement tend to decrease the short wave-length content of
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Fig. 17. Velocity model evaluation: resolution (RES — a, c) and local spread function
(SPF — b, d) statistics for depth (a, b) and velocity nodes (c, d); weighted hit-counts
(WNR) dependence on resolution (RES— e, g) and hit-counts (NR— f, h) for depth (e, f )
and velocity nodes (g, h); local spread function (SPF) dependence on resolution (RES— i, k)
and weighted hit-counts (WNR— j, l) for depth (i, j) and velocity nodes (k, l).
the recorded signal. Similar to Dyment and Arkani-Hamed (1998) we
considered that magnetic rocks may occur up to 12 km depth into the
basement in model (iii) (Fig. 22d, e). In this model the mean mag-
netization of all blocks becomes reduced relatively to the values pre-
dicted by models (i) and (ii) and comparable to the values of the
3D inversion of Silva et al. (2000). Still our meanmagnetization values
are slightly higher than those of Silva et al. (2000) near the foot of the
continental slope because Silva et al. (2000) based their parame-
terization on sea-bottom topography instead of acoustic basement
topography.

Models (i) and (ii) provide similar fit to the data andmay be looked
as examples of end-members of possible models. Model (i) (Fig. 22b, c)
is probably more realistic but model (iii) (Fig. 22d, e) is probably more
adequate because of magnetic data limitations. Furthermore, model
(i) parameterization relies on the velocity model crustal layering and
is comparable to other magnetic models derived across continental
margins. In both cases (models (i) or (iii)), the blocks inside or near the
transitional domain have magnetization greater or similar to the
magnetization of the block that represents the Sines sub-volcanic
massive, where intrusive and extrusive rocks are reported (Andrade et
al., 1984; Pinheiro et al., 1996). This comparison indicates that
intrusive and/or extrusive rocks must be present in the transitional
domain.

7. Discussion

The final model of velocity and velocity gradient, overlain with the
depth-converted interpretation of structure in multi-channel seismic-
reflection data is depicted in Fig. 23. The Moho west of ∼100 km
(gravity Moho) is also included as well as mantle reflectors and dif-
fractors location. Velocity and gradient ranges for each crustal domain
are given in Tables 1 and 2.

7.1. Continental crust

The continental domain has a homogeneous structure, concerning
the number of layers and its P-wave velocity, velocity gradient (Fig. 23)
and block density (Fig. 21). A three-layer seismic structure of the Zona
Sul Portuguesa terrain reported by Matias (1996) is recognized in the
continental domain (see Table 1). The shallowest crust (UCC, 5.1–
6.0 km/s) and the deepest crust (LCC, 6.9–7.2 km/s) are seismically
reflective and have intermediate to low P-wave velocity gradients
(UCC, 0.2 s−1; LCC, 0.03 s−1). The middle crust (MCC, 6.35–6.45 km/s)
has a low velocity gradient and is generally unreflective except at its
top where a sub-horizontal, long reflection is identified in the multi-
channel seismic-reflection line and wide-angle data. The Mesozoic–
Cenozoic sedimentary cover is very thin (CD, Fig. 23) and further east
is absent, where Paleozoic continental basement and Sines sub-vol-
canic rocks outcrop at the seafloor (Andrade et al., 1984). The density
model (CD, Fig. 21c) and the Bouguer anomaly profile (CD, Fig. 20a)
indicate little density change along the profile, suggesting relative
homogeneity of the crust.

The thinning domain distinguishes from the continental domain
because of differential thinning of the continental crust, but the ve-
locity of the layers (ThD, Fig. 23a), its velocity gradients (ThD, Fig. 23b)
and densities (ThD, Fig. 21) are similar. This crust fits well the con-
tinental slope type of CRUST2.0 (Mooney et al., 1998; Bassin et al.,
2000). From 9.4°W to 9.7°W (ThD, Fig. 23) crustal thinning is abrupt
and the LCC pinches-out. The main thinning of Zona Sul Portuguesa
crust first occurs in the thinning domain within the UCC and the LCC,
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Fig. 18. Model resolution kernels for 9 key parameters superimposed on the velocity model. In each plate the encircled cross represents the resolution (diagonal element of resolution
matrix) of that parameter and the black circles its smearing onto the remaining parameters (out of diagonal elements of the resolution matrix), plotted at the appropriate node location
within themodel. The size (diameter) of the encircled crosses andblack circles is proportional to the valueof thekernel element that they represent. Formost of thedepictedparameters the
out of diagonal elements of the kernel (black circles) are much smaller than the diagonal element of the kernel (encircled crosses), indicating that there is practically no smearing, i.e., tha
parameterdepends little on the remainingparameters and is thus reliable. In the left lowercornerof eachplate the key indicates the parameternumber (NPnumber)within themodel (used
for automatic plotting and reference), its type followed by its resolution (V value stands for velocity resolution and Z value stands for depth resolution) and its local spread function (S value
stands for spread estimate). VMCC— velocity node in theMCC; VMantle— velocity node in themantle; ZLCC— depth node in the LCC; ZLTC— depth node of the lower crust in the transitiona
domain, where it pinches-out; VUTC — velocity node of the upper crust in the transitional domain; VLTC — velocity node of the lower crust in the transitional domain.
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where the tilted continental fault block (B1, Fig. 23) and theMesozoic–
Cenozoic fill in the half-graben at B1 to F2 (Fig. 23) occur. This struc-
turing of the UCC is clearly observed in the Bouguer gravity profile
(Fig. 20a), as is the sharp thinning of continental crust that produces a
net increase of the anomaly. The main thinning of the MCC starts to
the west of the LCC pinchout point (∼295 km Fig. 23), where it rests
directly upon the mantle. TheMoho slopewithin the thinning domain
is at least 24% (13°).

Beneath the continental slope (9.7°W to 10.2°W, Fig. 20; 240-
to ∼280 km, Fig. 23) the crust includes MCC/UCC (6.15–6.45 km/s,
0.01 s−1, Tables 1 and 2) overlying the lithospheric mantle to the east
and the lower transitional crust layer (LTC, 6.7–7.2 km/s, 0.15 s−1,
Tables 1 and 2) to the west. Strong wide-angle diffractions were
modeled to originate at this interface level (Fig. 23). The 12 km-thick
MCC at the eastern limit of the transitional domain vanishes 40 km to
the west, at the foot of the continental slope (240 km, Fig. 23), where
the westernmost syn-rift infill was identified in the multi-channel
seismic-reflection data (sequence 4, Fig. 4). Observed crustal thinning
in the eastern transitional domain is consistent with the sharp
increase in the Bouguer gravity anomaly up to ∼240 km (10.2°W, Fig.
20a). Below the continental slope in the transitional domain the crust
fits quite well the Red Sea thinned continental crust type of CRUST2.0.
Although thinned and incomplete, the crust section east of ∼240 km
has the same velocity and velocity gradient found in the continental
domain (Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 23). All analyzed data sets indicate
unequivocally that thinned continental crust of Zona Sul Portuguesa is
present at least up to the foot of the continental slope at ∼240 km in
the model.

7.2. Stretching of the continental crust

Combining the results of the velocity model and the multi-channel
seismic-reflection interpretation, we estimated the thickness and stretch-
ing factor of Paleozoic crust across the margin (L0/L, Fig. 24). The shal-
lowest levels of UCC (MSed, Fig. 23) are most certainly sediments and
metasediments of Paleozoic to Mesozoic age, possibly intruded, and
showing some level of stratification in both multi-channel seismic-re-
flection line (Fig. 5) and wide-angle data.

The thickness of MCC and LCC are directly taken from the velocity
model. The thickness of the pre-rift UCC, was estimated using the
depth of the lower boundary of UCC from the velocity model and the
Paleozoic basement depth interpreted from the multi-channe
seismic-reflection data that is consistent to the existing information
(Texaco Portugal, 1975; Andrade et al., 1984; Mougenot, 1989
Carvalho, 1995). As previously mentioned, the vertical offsets of the
rift faults in the continental domain are small when compared to the
crustal thickness there, and the Paleozoic basement configurationwas
simplified, as indicated by the top of the shaded region in Fig. 24. In
the transitional domain, the top of the UCC from the velocity mode
and the depth of the Paleozoic basement approximately coincide
Because the uncertainty on the depth of Paleozoic frommulti-channe
seismic-reflection interpretation is high, we based our thickness
estimate solely on the velocity model interfaces.

The Paleozoic crust thickness varies very little within the con-
tinental domain, from 27 to 22 km, representing a stretching factor
of 1.2 to 1.5 relative to its full thickness onshore 32 km (CD Fig. 24)
mainly due to smooth thinning of the lower continental crust
Thickness ratios of (UCC+MCC)/LCC and UCC/MCC vary little in the
continental domain and are very close to the estimated Zona Su
Portuguesa inland ratios (CD, Fig. 24), suggesting that thinning of the
continental crust was nearly uniform among the three crustal layers
Nevertheless, the UCC/MCC in the offshore is a bit lower than the
inland ratio, suggesting that the upper crust thickness was slightly
more reduced by rifting there. If we consider that this segment holds
the record of first stages of Mesozoic rifting, from Late Triassic to
earliest Jurassic (Tucholke andWhitmarsh, in press), wemay conclude
that pure shear within the whole crust dominated those stages, as
proposed by Sibuet (1992) for the northern segment of the rift.

The main thinning of the Paleozoic crust occurs in the thinning
domain, from 9.7°W to 9.4°W (∼30 kmwide), within the UCC and LCC



Fig. 19. Resolved velocities and interface depths of the velocity model, indicated by full colored regions and thick black lines according to the cut-off values for resolution, local spread
function and weighted hit-counts discussed in the text. Reliable velocities have resolution (RES) greater than 0.5, local spread function (SPF) lower than 2 and weighted hit-count
(WNR) greater than 100; reliable interface depths have resolution greater than 0.2, local spread function lower than 2.5 and weighted hit-counts greater than 50 (shaded regions in
Fig. 17). Thin arrows indicate the interface segments where the arrival-time inversion does not resolve its depths within the given cut-off values. However, amplitude modeling
requires reflected phases. Low intensity colored regions have rays crossing them but the values of resolution and local spread function for velocity are below their cut-off values. OBS
and LSS location are indicated (thick arrows); continental (UCC,MCC, LCC) and oceanic (L2, L3) layers are labeled. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(ThD, Fig. 24). The UCC/MCC fluctuates, but is still lower than inland.
The tilted continental fault block B1 (Fig. 23) and the Mesozoic–
Cenozoic fill in the half-graben show that simple-shear stretching
prevailed in the UCC. The same style and dimension of rift structures is
seen under the continental slope to the south (Rovere et al., 2004;
Zitellini et al., 2004), and at other segments of the Iberian margin and
Armorican margin (Thinon et al., 2003). The crust thins seaward from
22 to 11 km, stretched by a factor of 1.5 to 3. The thickness ratio of
(UCC+MCC)/LCC increases sharply where the LCC pinches-out and the
UCC/MCC ratio also decreases.

According to Lavier and Manatschal (2006), the transition from
broadly distributed and symmetric extension to localized and
asymmetric rifting is directly controlled by the existence of a strong
gabbroic lower crust. Our model seems to support that hypothesis, as
the main thinning of the middle crust starts to the west of the LCC
pinchout (∼295 km, Fig. 24), where it rests directly upon the mantle.
We estimate a mean Moho slope of ∼15° (27%) within the thinning
domain, but the in-line and off-line models indicate a north to south
increase from ∼13° (24%) to ∼16° (29%).

Seawards of 9.7°W (TD–CS in Fig. 24), the undoubtedly continen-
tal crust tapers from ∼11 km to b4 km thick over a ∼20 km dis-
tance, stretched by a factor starting on 3 and increasing very fast. A
stretching factor of 3 is thought to allow for mantle serpentinization
(Perez-Gussinye and Reston, 2001), which might explain the slightly
lower density of the mantle block modeled at this location (Fig. 21c).
To the west, no clear continental crust signature is found; thus this
segment of the transitional crust constitutes the record of the last
rifting stages before breakup of the continental crust.

The Galicia interior basin aborted rift is thought to record the same
rifting stage that led to continental crust breakup at the southern
segment (Tucholke and Whitmarsh, in press). If we compare the style
of continental crust stretching of both rift segments (compare Fig. 24
to Fig. 4 of Perez-Gussinye et al., 2003) we find a very similar style at
the UCC, in terms of relative location and dimension of main rifting
structures. However, the deeper stretching relation of LCC and MCC
are quite different. In Galicia interior basin, the LCC is thicker than the
LCC in our study and the MCC is thinner than our MCC. The thinning
of the continental crust in the Galicia interior basin is dominated by
the middle and upper crust levels which creates an excess of LCC
towards the basin depocenter (Perez-Gussinye et al., 2003). Contrast-
ingly, in the south segment of the rift the thinning of the continental
crust is dominated by a deficit of LCC. If the thermo-mechanical con-
ditions for both segments of the rift were not substantially different at
that time, this comparison suggests that the previous lower con-
tinental crust thicknessmay play an important role in determining the
successful crustal breakup, probably due to its less brittle mechanical
behavior.

7.3. Ocean–continent transition

The oceanic domain eastern tip is ∼40 km apart of the tip of
unequivocal continental crust (Figs. 21 and 23). In this ∼40 km wide
part of the transitional domain the crustal structure is very hetero-
geneous. This western segment of the transitional domain, beneath
the Tagus Abyssal Plain (10.2°W to 10.5°W, Fig. 20; ∼200- to 240 km,
Fig. 23), is highly reflective at all levels (Fig. 4). Small-scale
heterogeneity is seen in both the multi-channel seismic-reflection
line and the wide-angle data (diffractors, Fig. 23). The upper crust
structure is dominated by small grabens and ridges (Fig. 23), also
observable in other seismic profiles (IAMGB3, IAMT2, Fig. 1b) that
cross the same N–S broad positive magnetic anomaly (white
arrow, Fig. 20d). This ∼40 km of the Tagus Abyssal Plain is also a
slight mass excess segment, where the Bouguer gravity anomaly
profile shows a local maximum (Fig. 20a). The modeled density of the
upper transitional crust is higher than the modeled density of layer 2
in the oceanic domain although the depths are alike (Fig. 21c), and it
reaches the same density as the deeper MCC. According to the
modeled velocity and velocity gradient, this upper transitional crust
is unlike either a continental or oceanic basement (Fig. 23, Tables 1
and 2).
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ig. 20. (a) Bouguer gravity profile along IAM5 (thick blue line) calculated from gridded data (Sandwell and Smith, 1997). Four near-parallel profiles (gray lines) and their maximum
eviation from IAM5 (dashed line) are given. (b) Free-air gravity (Sandwell and Smith, 1997). (c) Magnetic profile along IAM5; known magnetic anomalies such as the J anomaly
ucholke and Ludwig,1982) and themagnetic anomaly (as) related to Sines sub-volcanic massif (Miranda et al., 1989) are indicated; the set of anomalies that run almost north–south
hite arrow, Miles et al., 1996) split just south of IAM5 and cross it in the transitional domain (a3 and a2). (d) Total magnetic field (Verhoef et al., 1996). Magnetic anomalies are

educed to the pole (38°N, 11°W, magnetization parallel to the Earth magnetic field). Magnetic anomaly identification M4, M11, M17 and M20 according to Srivastava et al. (2000). In
ll panels the white arrow locates the OCT and CC indicates the continental crust extent in IAM5 according to the velocity model (Fig. 19). Domain limits are also indicated: OD —

ceanic domain; TD— transitional domain; ThD— thinning domain; CD — continental domain. See text for further details. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
gend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

ig. 21. Density modeling results. (a) Calculated load anomaly at the base of the density model (black line) and band of load anomaly values that the crust can hold (shaded)
hitmarsh et al., 1996). (b) Observed (error bars) and calculated from the density model (line) free-air gravity. Near-parallel profiles of free-air gravity are shaded (location on

ig. 20b). (c) Density model: the modeled density for each block is given in g/cm3. An initial density model was derived directly from the velocity model by an empirical power law
elt and Ellis, 1988). The adjustments on density relative to that initial density model are indicated for each block (percentage values inside brackets). The Moho depth adjustments
re also indicated (arrows and values in km inside brackets). The crustal blocks are labeled according to the corresponding velocity model layers (see Fig. 19). The density of the
nshore Paleozoic basement block (PZ) was modeled to 2.6 g/cm3. The shallower levels of the UCC at the thinning and transitional domains (MSed) have higher than usual density for
eir depth range. Mantle blocks are named M-. OCT location and continental crust extent in IAM5 (CC) according to the velocity model (Fig. 19) are indicated. Domain limits: OD —

ceanic domain; TD — transitional domain; ThD — thinning domain; CD — continental domain.
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The nature of the underlying lower layer is unknown; its velocity
orrelates both with serpentinized mantle and gabbros. The high
agnetization required at this location (∼240- to ∼280 km, Fig. 22b, d),

he smooth decrease of the P-wave velocity gradient from layer 3 to the
ast (0.3 to 0.15 s−1), and possibly the heterogeneity (diffractors), may
avor an underplated gabbros hypothesis. On the other hand, the Moho
eflection is not observed in the multi-channel seismic-reflection data,
nd a few steeply dipping reflectors reaching mantle depths favor an
truded and serpentinized mantle hypothesis. Because of the above
bserved and modeled heterogeneity, the western, ∼40 km segment of
he transitional domain is proposed tobe the ocean–continent transition
OCT).

Three compositions are suggested for this transitional crust: (i) con-
inental crust; (ii) exhumed and altered mantle; and (iii) oceanic crust
enerated at slow-spreading rate. The suggestion that it is oceanic crust
enerated at slow-spreading rate doesnotfit theobserved structure. The
rst argument is that syn-rift deposits were identified at the eastern-
ost side of this crustal segment. The secondargument is that theupper
yer velocity is higher than oceanic layer 2 velocity bounds and its
radient is low. The third argument is that the typical diffractive pattern
f oceanic basement observed further west (Figs. 2 and 3) is absent here
Fig. 4). Comparing the velocity–depth profiles below the basement at
40 km and below OBS4 to theWhite et al. (1992) oceanic crust of 54 to
79 Ma (Fig. 25c), also indicates that this hypothesis fails. Hypothesis
ii) may be reasonable because we modeled a high density in the
asement (Fig. 21) that is also evident in the Bouguer profile (Fig. 20a),
nd serpentinized mantle can have a wide range of velocity values.
ypothesis (i) is also acceptable if we assume that this crust has affinity
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Fig. 22. Magnetic modeling results. (a) Observed (crosses, reduced to the pole) and calculated from magnetization models (model c — dash black line, model e — continuous black line)
magnetic anomaly; M11 from Pinheiro et al. (1992) is indicated. (b) Magnetization of the blocks for model c. For comparison, the magnetization of Sines sub-volcanic block and
the remaining highermagnetization blocks are indicated (thick lines and numbers). (c) Themodel consists of source blocks confined to upper layers in the basement (model layer L2, UCC
and upper crust in the transitional domain). (d) The same as in (b) except for model e. (e) The model consists of 12 km-thick source layer blocks. OCT location and continental crust extent
in IAM5 (CC) according to the velocity model (Fig. 19) are indicated. Domain limits: OD— oceanic domain; TD— transitional domain; ThD— thinning domain; CD— continental domain.
to middle or lower continental crust as the density model suggests. In
order to check both hypotheses we compare the local velocity–depth
profiles from our model to velocity–depth profiles from the central
segment of the rift (Fig. 25a, b) after Chian et al. (1999) for continental
crust over alteredmantle andDeanet al. (2000) for exhumedandaltered
mantle. We could not find overall similarity. In both cases (Fig. 25a, b)
the top of the basement in the south segment of the rift has higher
velocity and lower velocity gradient, although our lower crust has
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Fig. 23. (a) Final velocity model (colored and white interfaces) overlain with the depth-converted interpretation of MCS data (in black, from Plate I). Locations of main diffractors (triangles) are also indicated. The gravity-constrained Moho is
plotted at the left (black). Only ray covered regions are colored, with full intensity if they are resolved andwith low intensity if they are not resolved. (b) The same as in (a) except showing the velocity gradient. Black numbered dots indicate the
OBS and land seismic stations location. Model layers: L2 — upper oceanic crust; L3 — lower crust in the oceanic (OD) and transitional (TD) domains; MSed — Mesozoic and Paleozoic metasediments; UCC — upper continental crust; MCC —

middle continental crust; LCC — lower continental crust. OCT location and continental crust extent in IAM5 (CC) are indicated. Paleozoic basement block — B1. Faults — F0, F1, F2, F3. Float-reflectors — Pm1 to Pm4; Pf. Domain limits: OD —

oceanic domain; TD — transitional domain; ThD — thinning domain; CD — continental domain. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 24. Stretching factor (L0/L) across the continental margin (upper plate), defined as the ratio of Paleozoic crust thickness (shaded region in lower plate) to normal-thickness Zona
Sul Portuguesa (ZSP) crust onshore. The (UCC+MCC)/LCC (thick solid line) and UCC/MCC (thick dashed line) thickness ratios are plotted and compared to its counterparts for normal-
thickness ZSP crust onshore (ZSP (UCC+MCC)/LCC — thin solid line; ZSP UCC/MCC — thin dashed line). The ratio UCC/MCC is calculated up to ∼270 km because behind this point the
depth of its interface is not resolved (see Fig. 19). The low density of the mantle block in the thinning domain might indicate a low grade of serpentinization of the mantle. Note that
stratification from the velocity model in the UCC in the continental domain is omitted as calculation relies on the multi-channel seismic-reflection interpretation there. Domain
limits: TD–CS — transitional domain under the continental slope; ThD — thinning domain; CD — continental domain.
similar velocity–depth dependence when compared to CAM (Chian
et al.,1999). As previously noticed, the velocity of the uppermost layer in
the transitional domain below the Tagus Abyssal Plain is not very dif-
ferent from the adjacent continental crust although changing laterally.
The lower crust does not seem to fit any of the continental crust layers
present in our model (see Tables 1 and 2), but may fit the lower layer of
Chian et al. (1999). Accordingly, we may have thinned continental crust
overlying altered mantle in this segment. The occurrence of altered
mantle in the transitional domains, extending below thinned conti-
nental crust and oceanic crust is an almost general feature in all seg-
ments of the Iberia–Newfoundland rift (Reid, 1994; Whitmarsh et al.,
1996; Chian et al., 1999; Dean et al., 2000; Funck et al., 2003; Lau et al.,
2006), except in SCREECH2 (Van Avendonk et al., 2006) where a normal
mantle velocity of 8 km/s is reported below the transitional crust. On the
other hand, PmP phases are generated in short segments of the Moho
(Fig. 19) that are not likely to occur if the lower layer of our model is
serpentinized mantle (Funck et al., 2003). Additionally, comparing the
velocity–depth profiles of IAM5 and the nearly conjugate profile of Reid
(1994) (Fig. 26) where serpentinized mantle occurs below the transi-
tional domain, we see that the velocity of our lower layer is lower that
that of the conjugate profile. The velocity of the lower layer of ourmodel
is also compatible to gabbros, whichmay have a lower continental crust
origin or has been underplated at the base of the middle continental
crust. Furthermore, this lower layer seems to be intruded, suggesting a
mixed composition of ultramafic and mafic rocks. In the central and
north segments of the rift, gabbros covering ultramafic rocks, which are
intruded by magmas of MORB affinity have been drilled (Whitmarsh
andWallace, 2001). The composition of these gabbros is not uniform for
all drilled sites, and although the continental origin (Whitmarsh and
Wallace, 2001) of most of the cores with emplacement related to rifting
(Cornen et al., 1999) is generally accepted, samples having a MORB
composition with emplacement related to breakup of continental crust
have also been recognized (Seifert et al., 1996). These arguments favor a
combination of hypotheses (i) and (ii), that is, the transitional domain
basement may be composed of thinned continental crust in its upper
levels, overlying a heterogeneous layer of intruded gabbros or intruded
serpentinized peridotites, that vanishes below the undoubtedly con-
tinental crust in the continental slope.

The heterogeneity and the elevated magnetization needed to
satisfy the magnetic profile (Fig. 22b, d) also suggests intruded crust,
as previously suggested by Mauffret et al. (1989) and by Pinheiro et al.
(1992) at L86-01 (Fig. 1b). These authors also noticed that high rem-
nant magnetizations are required to fit the magnetic data in the
easternmost abyssal plain. At least three events are candidates for the
emplacement of these intrusions, namely the rifting and opening of
the Atlantic Ocean, the Cretaceous igneous activity or the Miocenic
compression leading to basin inversion. Because no similar reflections
are seen within the sedimentary cover, it is more likely that the
intrusive bodies were emplaced prior to the deposition, and therefore
probably related to the rifting and opening of the Atlantic Ocean. If so,
this set of magnetic anomalies probably marks magmatic activity at
the end of rifting and/or at the opening of the basin. Some inland
magmatic activity contemporaneous to the last rifting phases (latest
Jurassic to Early Cretaceous) is reported at the southern end of Lu-
sitanian basin (Pinheiro et al., 1996). Unfortunately, its southward
continuation (Alentejo inverted basin), bordering the Tagus Abyssal
Plain, is almost entirely offshore and no rock sampling coverage has
been performed there. Althoughwe cannot say for sure that magmatic
activity was significant in the south segment of the rift, the modeled
magnetization in the transitional domain is similar or greater than
that of onshore Sines sub-volcanic complex. This result contrasts
with the modeled low magnetization on the basement rocks at the
Iberia Abyssal Plain (Russell and Whitmarsh, 2003). According to
Perez-Gussinye et al. (2006), even at slow-spreading rates, numerical
modeling indicates that melting starts prior to mantle exhumation,
producing more melt than inferred from the observations at the
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Fig. 25. Velocity–depth profiles below basement from IAM5 in the Tagus Abyssal Plain versus transitional crust (CAM, Chian et al., 1999; IAM9, Dean et al., 2000) in the South Iberia
Abyssal Plain (IAP) and Atlantic oceanic crust with 52–170 Ma (White et al., 1992). (a) Velocity–depth profiles in the OCT, near OBS4 (210 km) and at 240 km, compared to velocity–
depth profile range in the south IAP from arrival-time tomography in CAM lines. (b) Same velocity–depth profiles as in (a) compared to velocity–depth profile range in the south IAP
from classic wide-angle modeling in IAM9 line. (c) Same velocity–depth profiles as in (a) and (b) compared to velocity–depth profile range for Atlantic oceanic crust of 52–170 Ma
(White et al., 1992). (d) Same as (a) except for the velocity–depth profiles location in the oceanic domain, below OBS5 (180 km) and OBS6 (147 km). (e) Same as (b) except for the
velocity–depth profiles location in the oceanic domain, below OBS5 (180 km) and OBS6 (147 km). (f) Same as (c) except for the velocity–depth profiles location in the oceanic domain,
below OBS5 (180 km) and OBS6 (147 km). In each panel the inset gives a key for the location of velocity–depth profiles. Arrows indicate the Moho level for each velocity–depth profile
from IAM5.
northern segments of the Iberia margin. Although there are no typical
indications of a volcanic type margin, as seaward-dipping reflectors,
huge magnetic anomalies and/or high volumes of underplated ma-
terial (Holbrook et al., 1994a,b Kelemen and Holbrook, 1995;), it seems
that both tectonic and magmatic processes played an important role
in the south segment of the rift.

7.4. Oceanic domain (OD, 10.5°W)

West of 10.5°W (∼200–210 km, OD, Fig. 23), the igneous crustal
thickness varies from 4 to 11 km and the basement topography is
interpreted as oceanic fault blocks. The sedimentary cover can be as
thick as 5 km. A two-layer igneous crust (L2, 5.3–6.0 km/s; L3, 6.5–
7.4 km/s Table 1; ∼0.3 s−1 Table 2) is recognized at the multi-channel
seismic-reflection line and the wide-angle data (Fig. 23). Both layer 2/
layer 3 and the Moho interfaces of the velocity model correlate well
with prominent mid-basement long multi-channel seismic-reflection
line reflections (Fig. 23).
The Bouguer gravity continuously increases westward along the
oceanic domain (Fig. 20a). The slope changes are related both to
basement depth and to crustal thickness variations. The magnetic
profile also shows some variability in the oceanic domain but some
low-amplitude lineated magnetic anomalies can be inferred from the
eastern limit of the oceanic domain (Fig. 20d) to the west up to the J
anomaly. Since the serpentinization process is able to produce
magnetic lineations formed in a similar way to those formed by sea-
floor spreading (Sibuet et al., 2007), we cannot rely on this to dis-
tinguish oceanic crust from transitional crust.

This crustal structure is clearly different from the continental
structure, so it cannot be continental crust as proposed by Pinheiro
et al. (1992) (compare the continental and oceanic domains, Fig. 23,
Tables 1 and 2). It is also different from exhumed continental mantle
as suggested by Tucholke and Whitmarsh (in press), where Moho
reflections are not observed (Pickup et al., 1996) and the basement
velocity continuously increases to reach mantle velocity (Dean et al.,
2000). We compared our velocity–depth profiles at 147 km and 180
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Fig. 26. Velocity model geometry (top) of IAM5 off Iberia and 86-2 off Newfoundland
(Reid, 1994). The post-rift sedimentary infill (PRS) and the location of remarkable points
(arrows) on both models are indicated. Following the lithologic interpretation of Reid
(1994) for 86-2 and our interpretation for IAM5 we verify that: (i) the thinning domain
(ThD) is about the same length in both profiles, bounded to the east by a set of normal
faults (dotted arrow indicates the length difference) and to the west by the appearance
of a lower transitional crust (TC) off Iberia and serpentinized mantle (SM) off
Newfoundland; (ii) in both margins the LCC pinches-out (the dotted arrow indicates
the relative displacement of the pinchout); (iii) the transitional domain (TD) is also
about the same size, corresponding to the serpentinized mantle lens region off
Newfoundland and transitional crust off Iberia; and (iv) inside this domain the pinchout
of pre- and syn-rift sediments in 86-2 is at the same location as the pinchout of the
shallowest layer of UCC (probably syn- and/or pre-rift sediments and metasediments),
although on the Iberian side the syn-rift sediments and continental crust extend further
west. Correspondingmean velocity profiles (bottom), solid line for Iberia and dashed for
Newfoundland. See text for further details.
km to the velocity–depth profiles of the zone of exhumed continental
mantle in the central segment of the rift at similar distances off the tip
of continental crust, where exhumed continental mantle in some
places is covered with a thin continental crustal layer (Fig. 25d and e).
While for the CAMprofiles (Chian et al.,1999) no similarity is found for
both OBS, below OBS6 the velocity structure is similar to the structure
found in IAM9 (Dean et al., 2000), but in the Tagus Abyssal Plain, the
top of basement velocity is higher. In contrast, below OBS5 the
velocity structure is clearly different. As OBS5 is closer to the continent
than OBS6, the similarity of the velocity structure of OBS6 to the zone
of continental exhumedmantle cannot be interpreted as an indication
that the transitional domain in the south segment of the rift extends
up to there. We conclude that the crust in the oceanic domain is not
exhumed mantle nor it is thinned continental crust.

Although the oceanic domain crust has a relatively lower mean
crustal thickness, it fits well with other characteristics of oceanic crust,
namely velocity range and velocity gradient. The oceanic domain crust
mean velocity–depth profile, evaluated where the velocity model is
reliable for all layers (∼120–200 km), fits into the normal oceanic type
of CRUST2.0. It also fits the White et al. (1992) oceanic crust of 54
to 179 Ma, except that layer 3 mean thickness is smaller in the Tagus
Abyssal Plain. However, it is well known that layer 3 thickness is
highly variable and depends greatly on magma availability and geo-
dynamic environment (Purdy and Ewing, 1986; Morris et al., 1993;
Mutter and Mutter, 1993; Tanimoto, 1995). On the other hand, com-
paring local velocity–depth profiles below OBS5 and OBS6 to White
et al. (1992) oceanic crust of 54 to 179 Ma (Fig. 25f), we see that below
OBS5 the crustal structure fits quite well the oceanic crust velocity–
depth profile, although below OBS6 the crust is thinner than expected
mainly because of the decrease in the thickness of layer 3. Present-
day very slow-spreading ridges are reported to form crustal thick-
nesses similar to the minimum observed at the Tagus Abyssal Plain
(Klingelhofer et al., 2000).

Comparing our model to the Madeira-Tore Rise oceanic crustal
structure (Peirce and Barton, 1991) further south (D11-D14, Fig. 1b), we
also find similar ranges for velocities and gradients (Tables 1 and 2). A
few differences exist, namely in crustal thickness that is lower in the
abyssal plain compared with the Madeira-Tore summit and acoustic
impedance contrasts across layers. Approaching the Madeira-Tore Rise
(Plate I), the basement shallows, both layer 2/layer 3 and Moho
reflections occur and the crust thickens as to the south of Madeira-
Tore Rise oceanic crust.

The central and northern segments of the west Iberian margin are
very well constrained by geophysical as well as by geological and
petrological data (Boillot et al., 1989; Whitmarsh et al., 1993;
Whitmarsh and Sawyer, 1993; Beslier et al., 1995; Sibuet et al., 1995;
Cornen et al., 1996a,b; Féraud et al., 1996; Pickup et al., 1996; Seifert
and Brunotte 1996a,b; Seifert et al., 1996; Whitmarsh et al., 1996;
Minshull et al., 1998; Chian et al., 1999; Dean et al., 2000; Concheryo
and Wise, 2001; Nagihara and Casey 2001; Russell and Whitmarsh
2003; Manatschal, 2004). The transitional crust is here mainly com-
posed of ultramafic material, associated with a very low magma sup-
ply at this segment. We compared the IAM5 transect to IAM9 profile,
where the same type of air-gun source and streamer were used. This
profile is controlled by ODP soundings, which sampled serpentinized
mantle peridotite rocks, usually associated with gabbros. Within the
wide transitional crust, the top of basement is transparent and a
deeper region of more reflective crust is found. This deep basement
includes steeply dipping reflectors, some up to 13 s. Moho reflections
are identified at ∼11 s, both below the thinned continental crust and
west of the in situ sampled peridotite ridges. However, no Moho
reflections are identified (Pickup et al., 1996) within this zone of
exhumed continental mantle. At IAM5 (plate 1) we find a similar
structure at the short west transitional domain (∼30–40 km), where
the basement is very reflective and no Moho is seen. Further west, in
the oceanic domain, both basement levels have different reflectivity
patterns, being more reflective at the top, where the short reflectors
are essentially sub-horizontal. The two sets of longer sub-horizontal
reflectors indicate that acoustic impedance contrasts split upper from
lower basement, and the latter from the mantle.

In IAM9 the wide zone of exhumed continental mantle (Whit-
marsh et al., 2001) is a steep gradient basement, but having no sharp
boundaries, that is, no acoustic impedance contrast occurs (Dean et al.,
2000). The oceanic domain in IAM5 is clearly different, where the
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ig. 27. Atlantic closing to anomaly M0, based on the reconstruction pole of Srivastava et al. (2000). The IAM5 and 86-2 (Keen and de Voogd, 1988; Reid, 1994) seismic profiles are
dicated. Black squares indicate the ocean–continent boundary (OCB) at Newfoundland according to Reid (1994) and the transitional domain limits at Iberia. The magnetic grids
erhoef et al., 1996) are reduced to the pole at the mid point of each profile.
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ide-angle data indicates the presence of one intra-crustal interface
nd a velocity-step Moho, at depths consistent to multi-channel
eismic-reflection data reflectors. Further north, in IAM11 the zone of
xhumed continental mantle is also shorter than at IAM9, but the
erpentinized mantle extends below the thinned continental crust
Whitmarsh et al., 1996), with a geometry similar to lower layer in
M5. However, at similar depths we found substantially lower ve-
cities at IAM5, suggesting a different lithology, probably with more
afic than ultramafic content.
Although having similar thickness, the eastern most Tagus Abyssal

lain oceanic domain and the zone of exhumed continental mantle
elocity models are intrinsically distinct in terms of the intra-base-
ent interface and the Moho characteristics. At the zone of exhumed
ontinental mantle, the Moho reflections are not observed (Pickup
t al., 1996; Dean et al., 2000) and the basement velocity continuously
crease to reach mantle velocity. At the oceanic domain of the Tagus
byssal Plain, Moho reflections occur and a velocity contrast across
he Moho is required by the data. In the same way, an intra-basement
elocity contrast is required for both sets of seismic data. Immediately
o the south of the Azores–Gibraltar plate boundary, at the northern
nd of the West African Coast Magnetic Anomaly, Contrucci et al.
2004) found no evidence of volcanic activity associated with the
reakup, indicating a non-volcanic nature for this segment of the
frican margin. These authors, however, did not find clear evidence of
xhumed mantle and defend a sharp ocean–continent boundary.

This differentiation among the north and south segments of the
est Iberia margin favor a step-wise process of two discrete rift
pisodes leading to crustal breakup (Tucholke and Whitmarsh, in
ress) instead of a more smooth propagation from south to north
Whitmarsh and Miles, 1995).

.5. Lithospheric mantle

Sub-Moho mantle velocity is found to be 8.0 km/s with a small
radient. Sub-Moho velocities smaller than 8.0 km/s and confined to
hort segments are not excluded by the data, but a widely spread low
antle velocity below the abyssal plain was rejected by amplitude
odeling. Deep reflections imaged at ∼20 km depthwithin the oceanic
omain and even deeper in the transitional domain suggest internal
tructure in the lithosphericmantle. Lithosphericmantle stratification is
nown to occur below Iberia (Cusi et al.,1993; Diaz et al., 1993; Corchete
t al.,1995), although its origin is still under discussion (Anderson, 2006;
avlenkova and Pavlenkova, 2006). According to Tucholke et al. (2007),
he continental lithosphere breakup is delayed relative to crustal
reakup. Given the limited information from wide-angle data, we do
ot completely exclude the presence of continental mantle up to
110 km in the model. In any case, the sub-Moho reflections disappear
s we approach the Madeira-Tore rise, suggesting that the lithospheric
antle structure might change there. Although not very common,
antle reflections have been reported below rifts (Chian et al., 2001;
rada et al., 2004) or at continental boundaries (Melhuish et al., 2005).

.6. Comparison with the conjugate margin

According to the rotation poles of Srivastava et al. (2000), transects
M5 off Iberia and 86-2 off Newfoundland (Reid, 1994) are nearly
onjugate when the rift is closed to the time of anomaly M0 (Fig. 27).
e compared our velocity model to that of Reid (1994), calculating

ross-correlation series (Kanasewich, 1981) between the two models
order to estimate their similarity. If the models are nearly sym-
etric, the cross-correlation series values should be close to 1 for all
rustal depths when the tip of the continental crust coincides for both
odels (horizontal leg equal to zero).We started from this position and
ampled the velocitymodels at 0.1 km step in depth. For each depthwe
alculated the cross-correlation function of the two series, that is, we
reated a grid where the column index varies with horizontal leg
nd the line index varies with depth. The higher (N0.95) values are
chieved at depths below 12 km, above 7 km and at ∼10.5–11 km in a
and of∼40 kmaround the horizontal leg zero. Themaximum location
wistswithdepth anddeviates fromhorizontal leg zero, indicating that
he models are similar but asymmetric. We performed a similar
nalysis considering the cross-correlation functions of all velocity–
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depth profiles. When considering the same relative position of the
models (horizontal leg equal to zero), the location of maximums varies
little around the zero vertical leg except in the transitional domain
where it twists a lot and indicates that a relative vertical displacement
of at least 5 km is needed for themodels to be similar. If we displace the
models 18 km apart (as presented in Fig. 26), we obtain almost no twist
of the maximum location. According to that estimate of similarity,
we conclude that a displacement of ∼18 km between the tips of
continental crust is adequate for comparing the models (Fig. 26).

Despite the different parameterization of the models, i.e., different
layer configuration, we find remarkable agreement between the
margins. Velocity–depth profiles for continental segments are very
similar (see Fig. 26), but in the transitional domains there are small
differences that may indicate asymmetry. The distance between main
upper crust rift structures and thefirst pointwhere the lower transitional
crust layer is seen, and the relative location of the thinning of the upper
continental crust are the same. However, theMoho slope is lower at the
Iberian segment. Asymmetry between the northern and central
segments of the conjugate margins have also been reported (Hopper
et al., 2006; Lau et al., 2006). Inboth cases theMohodips arehigher in the
Newfoundlandmargin than in the Iberiamargin. However, in the central
segment of the rift, thewidest zone of thinned continental crust is found
on the Newfoundland side (Lau et al., 2006). The asymmetry is also
noticed in the transitional domains, where the narrow exhumedmantle
was left on the Galicia side (Funck et al., 2003; Lau et al., 2006) and the
basement off Galicia is on the order of 1 kmdeeper than the Flemish Cap
basement that persists into the oldest oceanic crust (Funck et al., 2003).
Asymmetric crustal structure is also found between the conjugate
Moroccan and Nova Scotia margins (Contrucci et al., 2004).

In order to assess the consequences of thinning according to a
simple-shear model, we performed an exercise that is supposing that
the thinning and subsequent drift away of the models occurs along a
west-dipping detachment near the Moho, constrained by isostatic
equilibrium and mass conservation. Two interesting results were
obtained with this exercise. The first result indicates that the deficit of
LCC, noticed in IAM5 (see Fig. 24), cannot be overcome by closing the
basin, even considering that the entire OCT crust in the Iberia side was
built from LCC material. This indicates that either our hypothesis fails
or the missing LCC material remains in the transitional domain off
Newfoundland. This second explanation is not consistent to the
velocity model of Reid (1994) that indicates a high-velocity crust in
this region (see velocity–depth profile in Fig. 26). This indicates that at
some stage(s), during rifting and crustal breakup, other evolution
processes, including mass exchange between the crust and the man-
tle, crustal rock re-crystallization, or both, should be considered. The
second result is that the complete closing of the basin produces an
unacceptable Moho topography. Nevertheless, a reasonable geometry
of the basin (comparable for example to the Galicia interior basin) is
recovered if we stop ∼30 km before closing the basin. We suggest that
for this pair of margins, late stages of rifting may have thinned the
crust along a detachment near the Moho, but pure-shear thinning of
the lithosphere was probably the main process in the early stages of
rifting, as proposed by Sibuet (1992).

The thinning of the continental crust in the south segment of the rift
may have followed the pattern proposed by Lavier and Manatschal
(2006). This includedmainly symmetric processes at early rifting stages
that were followed by asymmetric rifting. Our continental domain
would correspond to their stretching phase, where the continental crust
is symmetrically and just slightly thinned. Our thinning domain would
document the onset of their thinning phase, where the asymmetry
between the conjugate profiles appears to show. However, there is no
clear evidence of their exhumationphase,whichpredicts exhumation of
middle and lower crust followed by mantle exhumation. This model of
rifting predicts large transitional domains (N100 km), as observed in the
Iberia Abyssal Plain, where continental breakup was estimated to last
more than 20 m.y. (Peron-Pinvidic et al., 2007). In the Tagus Abyssal
Plain, the OCT is only ∼40 km wide. The velocity models indicate an
asymmetric structure in the transitional domain, where deep con-
tinental crust was left on the Iberia side and at least most of the
serpentinized mantle on the Newfoundland side. However, in New-
foundland this serpentinizedmantle is coveredwith a thin basaltic layer
(Reid, 1994) and the transition from continent to ocean is abrupt. Thus,
the total width of the transitional crust is still ∼40 km.

8. Conclusions

Our results suggest a three-phase continental crust thinning pro-
cess. The first phase produced an almost uniform thinning of the crust
in the Iberia side of the rift. The main thinning of the continental crust
occurred during the second phase and was asymmetric and depth-
dependent; the main UCC thinning was controlled by one continental
faulted block/fault system (B1/F2 Fig. 24) over a distance of ∼30 km, at
the same locationwhere the MCC started to thin and LCC pinches-out.
This second rifting phase concentrated deformation in the UCC and
LCC. TheMCC is asymmetrically thinned, in a ∼40 kmwide zone, at the
third and last phases of rifting that led to continental breakup. This last
phase of thinning may have resulted in a detachment near the Moho.

The OCT is a ∼40 kmwide region of highly reflective and somewhat
magnetized crust, having a structure that is not typical of either
continental or oceanic crust, and with slightly higher density than the
adjacent crustal segments. This structure differs from that of the zone of
exhumed continental mantle at the central and northern segments of
thewest Iberianmargin: the velocity of the topof thebasement is higher
in the south segment than to thenorth, in the south segment theMoho is
a first order discontinuity in velocity while to the north it is a second
order discontinuity, the magnetization of the crust is larger in the south
segment than to the north and the width of the OCT is considerably
smaller, favoring a twopulse continental crust breakup, both in time and
space, instead of a relatively uniform propagation. Although the upper
crust in theOCT is probably thinned continental crust, the velocity of the
lower crust correlates both to gabbros and serpentinites.

No extensive mantle serpentinization below the Tagus Abyssal
Plain was found, where the data define a sub-Moho velocity of 8 km/s
below the oceanic crust. Unknown origin reflections from the litho-
spheric mantle underneath the Tagus Abyssal Plain up to ∼110 km
model distance and at ∼20 km depth were imaged.
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